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lntroduction Contents
For the first time since May 1968,

France has been washed with strikes
and other struggles, touching all the
public sector, and meeting with real
sympathy among working people. A new
cycle of struggle is opening.

The striking railway workers, postal
workers, electricians, teachers, and civil
servants virtually paralysed France.
They had a general goal: withdrawl of
the 'lupp6 plan" for dismantling social
security, and lheir own demands,
particulariy on the railways, where the
government's.Plan-Contracf threatens
thousands of jobs and thousands of
kilometres of socially useful railway
services.

But behind all this, the movement
expressed a more fundamental unease
in society: a teeling that the mutation of
social protection in Europe today is a
historic moment, almost a change in
civilisation.

President Jacques Chirac and Prime
Minister Alain Jupp6 had decided on
drastic auslerity measures to bring
France's stale budget, social security
deficit, and public sector spending into
line with the 'bonvergence criteria" which
the Nlaastricht Treaty establishes as pre-
conditions for the adoption of the Euro
as a new international currency within
the European Union.

Despite its dilapidation, the social
security and pension system still
represents concrete social advances of
the working population, and the basic
balance of class forces in French
society. The Jupp6 plan is pan of a
historic modilication of the relationship
between worker, employer and state. ll it
passes. the Jupp6 plan clears the way
lor other regressive moves from
employers and the state.

The media have presented this
movement as an amalgam of seclorial,
professional and "corporatist' demands.
The following articles show that this was
a united movement. By rejecting the
Jupp6 plan we cried "stop" to the neo-
liberal policies implemented over the last
20 years.

One journalist at Le l,4onde called
this'the first revolt against globalisation".
It is certainly the most important strike in
a capitalist country since the fall of the
Berlin wall. The class struggle is backl

The limits ol this movement are the
result of the disintegrative etfects of the
crisis which has characterised the last 20
years. Strong in the public sector,
enjoying the sympathy of working people
all over the country (despite the paralysis
of public transport), this never became a
general strike. Unlike lilay 1968, there
was no domino effect leading to a
general strike in the private sector. Some
commenlators talked of a "delegate" or

''proxy strike. Private sector workers
supporled the stnke. bul did not join rl.

This is one of the consequences of the
economic crisis. Past deleats, the fear of
unemployment, insecure and partlime
contracls. all this has a negative ettect
on slruggles in the private sector.

The strength of the movement rs
provoked a polarisation in the trade
union movement. The leadership of the
CFDT federation headed a bloc which
supporled the Jupp6 reform. A left
opposition in the CFDT supported the
movemenl, as did the CGT, FO and
FSU federations, and the new radical
unions like SUD (post-telecom) and the
CRC (nurses). The ellects of this
polarisation are still playing lhemselves
out.

The trade unions have gained
strength in this movement. But despite
all therr claims, most union leaders
"surfed on the waves of mobilisations
ralher lhan trying to help lead lhem.
There was no inter-union co-ordination
body: which made the striking railway
workers into the "natural' leadership ol
the movement. Leaders of the CGT and
FO union federations spoke about the
"generalisation" of the strike but never
called cleady for a general strike in both
public and private sectors. CGT leader
Louis Viannet retused to call for the
resignation of the Jupp6 government.

Socialist and Communist Party
leaders tried desperately nol to
"politicise" the movement. The Socialist
Party prefers to wait for the 1998
elections, rather than take the
responsibility of power backed by a
mass movement. The French
Communist Party spoke vaguely of an
altemative policy, but never called for the
resignation of Jupp6's government, nor
tor the mobilisation of the left to force
through an alternative policy. Like the
Socialists, Communist Party leaders are
paralysed by their fear of the coming
elections. The parliamentary left has
stflven lo contain this social crisis,
relusing to transform it into a political
crisis. And yet, this social crisis posed
the question of an alternative policy to
the capitalist liberalism which lies behind
the Juppe plan. This strike grves
credibility to policies which call for a
break with the logic of the [4aastricht
Treaty, and which propose to finance the
deficits of social programmes by taxes
on capital, and fight unemployment by a
massive, generalised reduclion in the
working week. The task now is to
articulate that political alternative, and
present it to the tens ot thousands of
women and men who led the struggles
of December. *
by Frangois Ollivier
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SNCF [ailway netwo*l and againsl the dismanting ol lhef eUernenl pens]on and socialsecufity system'.

THESE EvENrs MARK rHE END oF A seemed to have given up the fight bourgeoisie. Conservative (RPR)
period of liberaLism, in which social against the system. The Socialist Party, Deputy Pierre l,ellouche campaigned
advances won over decades were in power for 14 years, had convinced for the "Yes" vote in the 1992
sliced away. The major industrial them that there were objective, referendum on the Maastricht Treaty.
centres were dismantled. The index- "impassable limits" to the social He now worries that "People's lives
linking of salaries to inflation was market economy. are cornpletely different fiom these
abandoned. Salaries came under A FEw sHoRT wEExs oF sTRrKEs AND robotic [automatic timetables]. Even
constant downward pressure, under demonstrations have led millions of the most rigid legal mechanism
the pretext of austerity. The men ard women to question the neo- carnot resist for long against the kind
Bovernment finally began to make liberal, monetarisl conception oI of social contradiction which we can
tentative moves towards dismantling "post-Maastricht Europe". Any see forming all across Europe, and
core programmes of social protection. illusions in Jacques^ Chirac/s particularly inFrance".:

Hard battles were fought against proclaimed (pre-election) concern The big mistake of Chirac, and
govemment and employers during about the "social fracture"l in society Pdme Minister Alain Jupp6, was to
this period but they generally ended have been dissipated Since his election ignore the catalytic effeii on social
in defeat. This provoked a decline in as president in ]une 1995, Chirac has discontent of their simultaneous
the fighting spirit o{ the working presided over stric! liberal orthodoxy attacks on the public sector, working
pmple. The number of days "lost" to in economic policy. Reducing the conditions in the public sector and,
strikes in 1994 was the lowest since the public deficit has been the top priority. above all, the social security system,
end of World War Two. Workers The goal is to meet the "convergence the social advance which s).mbolises

Millians of uorking people and
stufunts participated in the nents
of December 7995. Christian
Picquet analyses France's widest
socinl moztemmt since 1968 .

criteria" according to which European
Union corurtries will be judged ready
to adopt the common currency or
"Ewo".2

The rigidity of these criteria have
panicked part of the French

the "Weuare State".
Margaret Thatcher's strategy for

beating Britain's miners was the
model Chirac and Jupp6 chose to
follow. They thought that the workers'
movement was so weakened after

January 1996 3



* France

years of failure, so impotent that all
they would face would be a strile in
one sector, the public railway neharork
SNCF. They did not realise at all that
twenty years of social disaster
provoked by economic policy had
brought the corurtry to the verge of an
explosion. a They also underestimated
the encouragement which the highly
visible, tangible strike of transport

workers would
gir,'e to the rest of
the social
movement.

ln 7986-87
students, train
drivers and
Electricit6 de
France workers
fought one after
another, without

Docrunellt

CFIII: Ilnity and action!
This declaration alpeared in L !&rod6, 12 December
1995, siqned by 400 1oca1 and regiolral CITI
representatives.

$lE EECI,IRE C[rR Ir}I]IJ SITPPORI FOR the actions
ludertaksl against the negative consequarces of
the .rupp'6 plan, for the defence and the
renovation of social proLection, old age
pensions, eflployflEnt and salaries, and *1e
public sector. We e1cofiE and support the
extension of these actions accross the lrtlole
public sector, ard in the private sector too.

FCR EIEI-CnI,IIY SOCIBL PROIEIIOI

Hiqh-qua 'ry lealtl 'rsuldn"e ror or-.
Abolisn pa\,frerls For l_ospital traacment:

O1d age pe.sio.s after 37.5 years of
contributions. Pril,rate sector pensions to be
based on the tei best years of eamings I

Finaice part of social security Ly Laxes on
capital ! Erployer's contribuLions to be based
on the wealth of the enterprisel
Control health care spending through
prioritising preventitive medicine, and through
a strugqle againsL Lhe super-profits of the
pharnaceutical industry, atd the abuse of the
systqn by independent nedical practices I

Renqi,ed derocratic control I

really finding elements of
converSence ir their shuggles. Thjs
time ror.rnd, govemment clumsiness
made it easier for workers in shuggle
to link up with each other.

AT THF START oF THF sCHooL YFAR,

uriversity students began agitating
against cuts in the education system,
and the resulting restrictions in access
to certain courses. At about the same
time, civil servants and public sector
workers held two oneday strikes to
protest the freeze in their sa]aries.
Then came Jupp6's statement on
social security, the release of his plans
for reforming the retirement pensions
of public sector workers, revelations
about measures to close 1000 km of
rail track and shed 15,000 jobs at the
SNCF, and leaked plans for "reform"

at Electricit6 de France/Gaz de
France and France T6l6com. This
could only favour the
convergence of struggles in the
various sectors. A large mrmber of
workers urderstood that, given
the size of the government's
attack, only a determined and
massive movement could hope to
win.

The first to join the railway
workers' struggle were the
employees of the Paris bus and
metro company RAPT. Then there
was almost a contagious jump to
the electricity workers, postal
sorting workers, civil servants at
the tax office, and some teachers.
Withdrawl of the Jupp6 plan
quicldy became the element which
united the various sectors, ard the
slogan most able to spread the
struggle to new sectors.

GENERAL STRIKE?
For the first time in years, a

general strike became objectively
possible. It didn't happen, for
three reasons.

The strike paralysed the
railways, and bus and metro
transport in Paris, Marseilles,
Grenoble, ard other towru. But it
was never total in the civil service
and the public sector. More
importandy, the private sector did
not strike. There was sympathy,
complicity, even walkouts from
private sector workers on the days
of ma,or demonstrations. But the
weight of the crisis, and of the
defeats of recent private sector
struggles, the extent of

"restructuring", the growing
proportion of workers on insecure
contracts, the omnipresent fear of
unemployment, and the terrible
decline in trade union presence in
private sector workplaces, all
combined to exercise a terrible
pressure the majority of private sector
workers, who syrnpathised with the
movement ftom start to finish.

The second obstacle to the general
st ke was the lack of leadership. The
trade union confederations (CGT,
CFDT, FO, FSU) never called for a

general strike. Such a call would not
have guaranteed success. But it would
have given the most mfitant workers
an indispensable guarantee. They
would have been able to throw
themselves into action, in the
conviction that this would start an
avalanche. But there was no
leadership. There wasn't even an
inter-union co-ordination at the
national level. Centralisation, co-
ordination between sectors, the dates
and routes of demonshations were set
in parallel by each union (with the
occasional fax or telephone call). The
movement was so strong that union
leaders were obliged to "behave" in
public - shaking hands with each
other at demonstrations, and so on.
But their ambivalent attitude to co-
operation was a major factor in the
lack of sel{-organisation.

The strike movement basically
worked on the basis of general
assemblies in each enterprise. But
there were few strike committees at
the sector or national level. Nor did
we have the inter-union co-ordination
committees which canied forward the
railway strike in 1986 or the nurses'
strike in 1988.

The third reason why there was no
general strike was the lack of a

political alternative to the left of the
government. The Socialist Party
refused to do anything which might
"poLiticise" the strike, or disrupt the
electoral calendar. Socialist Ieader
Leonel Jospin counts on being elected
in 1998, if things go smoothly. The

AGAI]ET T'NEPI'YI''ESX ArD PRECIRITY, AT{D FCR }
REU'CTICN III TIIE T{ORKIIE I{ER!

A framo)ork 1aw covering a qradual reduction to
a 32 hour week, together with new hirings, a,1d

the righb to Nork for a1ll
IlR IIIE IEFEIT OF IIIE PIJBIJC SETOR

Yes, the tire is right for general, g1oba1
actionl It is tin]e to widen the strikel TiiE to
pretrEre a ]a.rge, r-ndtaq., .ationa1, inter-
professional demonstration, like the 16
Januarry 1994 denonstration in support of the
sLate school sysLsn. A11 Lhe structures, all
the nilita.nts, and all the marbers of the CIxrI
should take part in this actionl

4 ntemationat V,eBoint n273



most he has been willing to do is
criticise the authoritarian style with
which Juppd is introducing his
reforms. It was left to Juppd to point
out that his proposals are only a

continuation of the policies
implemented by successive Socialist
Party govemments under President
Frangois Mitterand between 1988 and
"t992.

The Communist Party (PCF)
might have ended its strategy of
"constructive opposition". But it was
clearly worried about the new
movement going beyond social
protest over social security. Party
leader Robert Hue refnsed to support
"anything which would bring into
question the jupp6 government, or
open the possibility of the dissolution
of the national assembly". As for the
left altemative, Hue still insists that
the rest of the left "is not ready... for
the progressive altemative" 7

So there was no general strike. A
few days before Christmas (25
December), there was a rehrm to work
in most of the paralysed sectors.

SHOCKWAVE
Hundreds of thousands of

"ordinary" women and men
participated in the strike. On 12 and 16
December, more than two million
people demonstrated against the
Jupp6 plan. In many towns, these
were the largest demonshations, not
just since May 1968, but since the
Iiberation of France at the end of the
second world war.

The strength of the movement in
Marseilles, Rouen, Bordeaux, Lyon,
Toulouse, Rennes and other towns
also suggests a refusal of the
centralising, elitist domination of
French life from Paris. Geographer
Hervd Le Bras argues that "this was
the refusal of a Paris scheme, imposed
by elites less and less connected to the
social body. For the demonstrators,
Alain Juppe is the incamahon of LlLis

'arrogant' authority".8

PARNALVICTORY
Even if the Jupp6 plan has not

been scrapped, the withdrawl of
proposed reforms in public sector
retirement pensions and plans for cuts
in the railway service, and the fre€zing
of a number of European Union
Directives on the liberalisation of
telecommunications and electricity
provision do represent a partial
victory for the social movement. So do

the promises of new credits for the
universities. And a partial victory
makes a real change from the
catalogue of defeats of the 1980s and
early 199&!

The class struggle is back on the
national stage. Solidarity between
different categories of workers
seemed to have been deshoyed by the
crisis. Not any more. The mobilisation
renewed the haditions of struggle of
the labour movement, and refreshed
peoples' memories of past struggles.
Demonstrations bristled with red
flags. You could heat the lntemationale
agam.

Where they existed, inter-
professional shike committees had an
incredible effect. In Rouen, the general
assembly of railway worker delegates

France *
public appeal calling on CFDT
militants to join the mobilisation.
Notat has responded by starting
expulsion proceedings against a
number of militants. There will
probably be pressure for an
exhaordinary CFDT congress, which
will only accenhrate the polarisation in
the federation.

New trade unions like SLrD (post-
telecom) and FSU (teaching), formed
by those expelled from the CFDT for
"excessive" militancy during the
1980s, played a key role in the
sEuggle.

France's leftist intellechra ls were
deeply divided in thet response to the
strike. Some of those who have
recently been carried away by
fashionable theories decided to

rapidly incorporated other sectors in
struggle, becoming the crucible of the
struggle h the region.

Political debates on the need for a

Ieft alternative, the European
dimension of the current crisis, and
the place of women in society
blossomed, no longer the
preoccupation of a hyper-active
minority!e

[. ..] The cards have been shuffled,
and are being re-dealt. Take the hade
union movement: there is greater
unity than ever at the base of the
various federations (CGl FO, FSU).
The shameful support of CFDT leader
Nicole Notat for the govemment has
provoked a real polarisation in that
federation. There is now, to all effects,
a second CFDT, symbolised by the
five hundred shop stewards and
regional representatives who signed a

support the government's
"modernisation" drive. Many more
vocalised their support for the striking
worke$,

THIS IS JUSTTHE BEGINNING...
The end of the strike is not the end

of the social movement in France.
Juppe js planing to implement his
reforms by decree, avoiding a debate
in parliament. Ftst on the list will be
the imposition of a new tax on all
incomes (including social security
benefits and pensions). It will be
followed by a reform of the public
hospital system. Each measure is a
challenge to the social movement.
There are plenty of opporturrities to
re-launch the struggle, if we can find
the right initiatives to bring people
togetheragain. *
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CGT Congress, 5-8 Beeernber

Pressure and
THEBE HAs NEVER BEEN A CGT coNGREss
like lhis one. Each session of the congress
of the [Communisl-led] Conf6deration
G6n6rale du Travail (General Labour
Confederation, CGT) was heavy in tension
and suspense. While the leadership, under

General Secretary
Louis Viannet. never
lost control, there
were a number ol
moments when,
f ollowing spirited
interventions from
the floor, congress
almost became
what it is supposed
to be - the
confederation's
sovereign
leadership .

Viannet remains at
the centre of the life of the CGT. The
confederation needs its traditions, of which
Viannet is the incarnation. But dozens,
sometimes hundreds of the '1.000

delegates demonstrated that they were no
longer willing to follow blindly, without
democratic control over the leadership.

Rouen, 11 Decsnber
ilupp6 rmrst cede !
"Everyone on indefinite stri-
ke! Together we can win! We

will get the withd.rawal of
the Jupp6 p1an. And that vri11
be a real springboard
O to re-atrx>ropriate social
security, the essential
social victory of the working
population.
a for a retirement pension
after 37.5 years of contribu
tions, public and private
sectors !

a to rebuild real public
services in all sectors (edu-
cation, health, nass trans
port) .

a for the wlthdrawal of the
Contract Plan for the SNCF,
and all the other privatisa-
tion pfans (Te1ecom, hospltal
reforms) .

O for victories over sala-
ries, Lhe reduction of the
working week wiLhout foss of
earnings, a]1d the aboliLion
of unenrpf ol,rnent I

More than ever, all together,
general and indefinite inter-
professional strike u.nti l- we
winl Withd.ra!,/ the Jupp6 plarl!

This counter-current was motivated and
stren$hened by the cunent social struggle.
But it is also the fruit of a deep analysis of a
signiiicant minority, fed up with years of
bureaucratic management of the
movement.

THE MAIN DEBATES

The response the CGT should take to the
ongoing social struggle came up four times
during the congress, culminating in the
Appeal approved on the last day. The
basic question: is the CGT in favour of a
general strike? lf so, how to build for it?
Delegates were forced to pay constant
attention, and object each time the
leadership attempted to pass resolutions
on the current situation, composed and
read at top speed from the platform,
carefully omitting any mention of
"generalisation" of the struggle. Each time,
the congress floor prolested. Each time,
the leadership backed down.

On the evening of Thursday 7 December,
Viannet mmes to the microphone, in a hall
tangibly unhappy. The news from outside
was that the strike had been larger, and
more determined than before. But the CGT
leadership was still unwilling to make a
clear commitment to the struggle. Direct
interventions by delegates during the
evening obliged Viannet to modify his text
on the spot, making it more radical.

DEMOCRACY AND LEADERSHIP

What kind of union do we want to build?
Delegates knew that, outside, workers
were spontaneously creating links of
solidarity between ditferent sectors, while
militants of different unions and no union
were working together in co-ordination
committees. Natural trade union unity at
the base, but a lack of project at the
summit of the workers' movemenl. Trades
unions can't just respond to the crisis, they
have to participate in the formulation of
alternatives. How should a union like the
CGT struggle against capitalism? How can
we create the conditions for a new
breakthrough by the movement?

WE NEED UNITY
A number of delegates argued that the
recent poiicy developmenls of the CGT

have been insufficient. Sylvie Salmon-
Thareau, Secretary of the Transport
Federation, expressed her concem about
'the capacity ol the union movement, not
just the CGT. to bring togelher. in
solidarity, continents of wage-eamers... we
have no time to waste... nor do young
people with precarious contracts, nor do
women, struggling for equality, struggling
to protect the right to choose."

Salmon-Thareau expressed the view of a
militant minority that "the trade union
pluralism we have in France is
destructive... lt is nothing more than a
means of division. There is a ditference
between plurality of opinions, Iand
multiplication of parallel organisationsl.
This is shaking the other confederations,
and it is shaking us too," she said. "Like
many other people here, I want to see a
process of unification ofthe trade unions".

MASS, CLAsS,..BUT CONFUSED

After a long debate on the statutes of the
confederation, 68% of delegates approved
amendments confirming that the CGT
acts for a democratic society liberated from
capitalist exploitation and other forms of
exploitation an domination, against all
kinds of discrimination, racism. xenophobia
and exclusion of all kinds" Only 30% of
delegates wanted do drop the traditional
definition of the union as "mass, and class-
based".

The CGT is the most left-wing of France's
three major confederations, and it has re-
discussed its idenlity at all the key
moments of struggle (1906, 1919-20,
1936, 1969). But years of Stalinist
hegemony have confused and complicated
the terms of debate. After years of
assimilation and conlusion between CGT
identity, judgements on the policies of the
French Communist Party, and the role of
the East European Stalinist regimes,
redefining the union is fraught with
problems. Some refuse to change, others
clearly want to 'throw the baby out with the
bath wate/'. Let's hope that the leadelship
will finally agree to open a stable, pluralist
framework for debate in front of the
membership. *

passron a*
611 unrom Gongress

Drafred ba the mirary assqrlrly of
raitway rcrkers, &d siqned by the
majoliEy of uion branches ad co-
ordinatioo bodies of sectors in

lRouse, 14 Dec. 1995- l
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Llni ts strert

CCT nililant lme Pern axploin-< hcno. rathn tlwn lollout instructions from tradc
union burenucrats, railuoy workns in Rouen teated thrir ram stil<c'organising
committa. By opming its meetmgs to eprcsattatiues of other sectors, they teatid
France's mut dwtnk example of uorker self-organisotiott.

O Inturntiont['luu.'point: f{ou.t lil
yoy create tfu 'oyaflk@ @tflntittu'?

Jose Perez: First, we put forward
an appeal at a general assembly of
SNCF workers. The text proposed the
withdrawal of the Jupp6 plan as the
basic ats around which to build for a
general strike. Once the general
assembly had approved the text, we
worked on it in a commission that had
representatives of a1l the hade union-s
present among the workers. We were
unanimous in our conviction that we
had to spread the movement across all
categories of railway workers. So we
visited the SNCF repair workshops at
Quahe Mares (with 800 workers, one
of the region's largest workplaces).

When we explained the SNCF
Contact-Plan, the workers got very
excited. All this at 5 o'clock in the
moming! Some of the Quatre Mares
workers came to strengthen the
central picket lines. At that day s
general assembly, there ware new
tensions. For the first time, we had

about 700 participants. The emotion,
and combativity were incredible.
There were cheers as we voted to
strike. Groups of workers left the
meeting to hold demonstratioru in all
the regron's SNCF depots. Those who
marched past the post office sorting
cenhe walked right in and invited the
postal workers to join us.

That afternoon, we found
ourselyes in an all-plant general
assembly, with all the unlons
represented. The atmosphere was
crazy. People were drumming,
trumpeting, whistling. Nothing had
been organised, excepl speeches by
representati\,€s of the CGT. CFDT and
FO [toade rmion federations]. We tried
to "regularise" the situation by
creating a strike organising commiftee
(though we had to be very care{ul not
to use the taboo words "organising
committee").

The initial members of the
committee were the shop stewards
from all the wrions, and a few better-

France ,(

known individuals. But at that first
meeting we decided that the
committee would be an elected one,
with five or six representatives
mandated by the general assembly of
each sector, plus the regular
representatives of each union.

And so it was, from day tfuee of
the strike onwards! Each moming the
unitary organising committee in each
sector, together with the shop
stewards, organised the general
assembly. At the beginning of the
afternoon, the central committee
planned that afternoon's inter-
professional unitary meeting. After
that meeting, the commlttee worked
out the details of each of the initiatives
that had been approved.

The aftemoon meetings were held
in rhe "dirch" - a t00,000 mz yard
where we normally park trains
waiting for repairs. The atmosphere
was incredible. Of course, these
weren't general assembiies in the strict
sen-se - it's difficult to discuss things
here lhe sdme way as in the base
committees. These big assemblies
were more like rallies. But they did

Jos6 Perez was inleryiewed by Dominique Mezzi. This
anicb lirsl appeared in 8ou9e on t 4 Dec€mber 1 995

I
1)

)
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* France

represent the
heart of the strike,
the heart of
working-class
democracv. This

was the place for everyone who
wanted to take part.

And it was through this daily
meeting that all the workplaces and all
the trade union bodies were gradually
infected with the spirit of the sUke. At
the beginning, you had two or three
workers coming from a particular
company or depot. Then they started
to bring their work mates! And, for
three weeks, this railway yard was
THE meethg place for all the sectors
in struggle. The Rouen Post Office
sorting cenhe was the fust to joirl the
strike. Then there was Electricitd de
France. The Renault auto plant at
Cleon decided to join us after 800 o{ us
decided to go talk to them! We held a

meeting in front of their gates. The
local CCT representatiyes arranged
for us to speal( at a general assembl1.
in the plant the following day.

O A kJfll of inur-gofus :nn[gerura[

sailg cnnmittee?

No, you can't say that it became a
general strike committee. It wasn't
thought of h that way. That was not
the mandate that those of us in the
committee had from our sectoral
general assembJies. But it certainly did
repre5ent a meeting place, a lorum for
initiatives by al the sectors in struggle.
This was the place where the
demonshations were organised.

The committee brought together
workers from more than 20 diJferent
enterprises and sectors in stru88le.
Working people with d iffere n t
professional identities and
backgrounds. There was a r''ery shong
presence of railway workers and

secondary school teachers. From the
private sector you had Grande Parohse
(an important local chemical factory),
the CGT comrades from the Alsthom
engineering plant at PetilQuevilly,
workers from a number of smaller
engineering plants. Then Renault, of
coulse, and the postal workers, and
spokespeople for the various teachers'

shike commlttees.
Together, we dmfted a leaIlet [see

below], which was distributed on 11

December, whm blocked all the roads
into Rouen. More than 1,000 workers
from all the sectors met at the SNCF
depot at 4 am. Teachers, postal
workers, Renault workers... we
blocked the town that day! The next
day, we organised a "forum of
entelprises in str.rggle", just in fucnt of
the tou n hall. A situation liLe thi.
dramatically changes your way of
thinking. How couldn't it? *

1 Chtrac was elecled alter orelendino lo break wilh the
Ioeralorlhodory oi lhe precedr! Bal-adur qove.lrerl. de
even won an atjsolLle maionv or vores n lhe 18_34 ag€
gr0up.

2. We retum to lhis lheme in the nen issue of /ntemafbnal

3 L,Irbune. 18 December 1995

4. Axa hnanoal goup manaqer Cdude Bebea ever spoLe,
ead er ihE y€ar, ola'prerevoluionary siluation".

5 ln 1993 rhe Balladuoovemment increasedlhe number
of years privale sedor do*els musl conlribute lo lhe slale
pension scheme lrcm 37.51o,10.

6. When ChiEc was elected presidenl, Communisl Pafly
leadeG werc wonied lhal lhe Sooalist Party would be th€

marr benelaflor o'w1ai liev expeoed lo b€ a 'apid decline
in lhe populaniy o, he newiovemmenl. So lhey tned lo
posrlor ihemsalves as he man -corsrudive oooosrl,on'to

7. L ltumarile. 7 December 1995

8. Le Monde, 27 De.e'r,&t 1995
g. Fody ihousand p€ople demonstraled ior women's
reproduclive nghts in Paris on 25 November (see
lntef,alianal vievpoinl *272, December 1995)

1 0. L'EYpress, 7 De.ember 1995

1 1 . Accordinq lo lhe fnanoal daily La Tnbune \19
December 1 995), Juppe's proposiions lor educing the
social delicit'tould mean 1 50,000 more unemployed'. This

s L€cause arv reducl.on'n welarepavrPrtsat persn,s
€duces effed;v€ demand lor ooods and seMces. This
reduces consumpton, $+ich;uses capitahsts lo cui
mvestnenr in produclion. Hence unemploymer'l.

CP has no alternative
The noment came for a general stike.
But all the Frcnch Comnunist Party
(PCF) wanted to lalk about was its
project tor a refercndum on the
European Union. As George Viqetin
explains, the PCF is desperute to avoid
the 'Doliticisation" ol the socialcisis.

Every night, the satirical programmes on
television take pleasure in reminding us
that the traditional left has no alternative
to propose. Rubber PuPPets
representino Leonel Jospin (socialist)
and Robert Hue (PCF) nourish lheir
common impotence in the face of a tidal
wave which has challenged the
leoitimacv ot the qovernment and
soiiety its6r. The PeF goes a little bit
further than lhe socialists. At Ieast
Bobert Hue admils that he has no
altemative to offer. And he declares his
party willing to rebuild such an
alternative. But this is where the
weakness sta(s. At the Pany's National
Commitlee meeting on 5 December. J-
C. Gayssot reported on the party s
initiative in lavour of an altemative. 'We
have mel all the Ieft organisations. There
are ditferences of evaluation and policy
concerning the construction of Europe.
and on the idea of a popular consultation
by referendum . [n effect. the party has
made the need for a referendum on
Europe into a sectarian obsessionl.
Gavssot informed the world that the PCF
waa still willino to discuss EuroDe with its
partners tho-ugh not now, oi course-.
What an admissionl The middle of a
general strike. and all the PCF wanls to
talk aboul is its own plan for a
referendum in France about the
European Union. All the other questions
we miqht think important are to be
discussed in the famous torums" set up
by the PCF, where individuals can come
and express their views.

Robert Hue has decided that there is no
possibility for co-operation with his main
partner. the Socialist Party. So he is
willing to build some kind of alternalive
on the left, but only round "forums"
controlled by the PCF.

On 6 December. journalists asked Hue il
he thought we should "demand lhat
Juppe resiqn. and parliament be
dissolved?" His answer: "these are not
the ouestions which the movement is
putting forward at the moment. They
were, of course, and everyone knows it.

Like Socialist Party leader Leonel
Jospin,. Robert Hue doesn't wanl to see
a oeneral strike which would creale a
poiitical crisis. The problem is that lhe
bnly way out of the currenl crisis is tor
the leil political lorces to develop a
common platform which expresses the
essential demands of the social
movement, and then to defend that
platform at every level. A political
bolution is the only solution to this social
crisis. *

LEepinl€d lom Fouse, 14 December 1s95
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Left regrouprnerLt foik 
*sdl 

te.st"
Tht second Conuention for a Progressioe Alternatioe (CAP) failed to
recognise the importancc of the nwssioe socinl moucmenl su,eeping France.
Christinn Piquet reports.

ONt taql A],rsn rrs rouNDATroN, THE

Conoention pour une alternltiue
prqzesslsfe (CAP) met in Lyon on 9-10
December for its second national
hearings. CAP was a unique kind of
organisation, made up of
organisations (Citizen's Alternative
(Alternative citoyenne), ADS, the
Revolutionary Communist League
(LCR), the dissident Communist
cl.rrrent Refondations, Futurs), local
groups of activists, personalities, and
ind iv id ua l, "non-organised'mili-
tants. They came together in the local
and regional assemblies of CAP to
explore and develop the Progressive
Altemative. This meeting in Lyon,
then, was the occasion to draw a

balance sheet of our common activity,
set some new perspectives, and to
approve a comrnon manifesto.

At the start of the meeting, the
LCR and others argued that we
should not limit ourselves to one
session, because so many CAP
militants were absorbed elsewhere,
because of their role in the social
movement. This proposition was
rejected. Which created the risk that
the hearings would prove to be a false
representation of the reality of the
regroupment project on the French
left. And that we would be out of step
with the political situation in the
counhy.

Our fears were quickly confirmed.
The assembly approved a declaration
of general support to the social
movement, but it was only after
much debate, and a card vote, that we
could include the demand "for a
rapid reduction in the working week
to 32 hours, without loss of
pwchasing-power".

My feeling of dislocation from the
actual political situation was
deepened by the ircessant debate on
"Europe" and "Maastricht". All the
assembly could do was condemn
"the forced march" towards the
single currency. But this is surely the
time to denounce the convergence
criteria of the Maastricht Treaty,

which forms the heart of the Europe-
wide process of "Iiberalisation" and
social regression.

The LCR argued that "the
building of CAP is very different
from region to region. The
organisation is stilJ only embryonic in
a number of importart ddpartements.
In this period of confusion, CAP has
not been able to build significant
bridges towards militant sectors of
the social movement, or towards

Tur eoucr wls Nor HEEDED. A FEw
minutes before the end of the
assembly, an amendment to the
motion on procedure fired that, from
now on, those organisations which do
not dissolve themselves can only be
considered as "associated" with CAP,
rather than integral components.
Such organisations, including, of
course, the LCR, will no longer be
represented on the CAP executive
committee. With one stroke of a pen,
the assembly has liquidated the
pluralism which was a fundamental
part of CAP.

You can understand the
motivation of those who supported
the amendment, even if you disagree.
But nothing changes the hard fact
that the group of people who identi{y
with the new conception ot CAP is
smaller than before the meeting:
ADS, Charles Fitterman and his
supportert a few personalities, and a
few local groups. The LCR and
Citizen's Alternative would have
preferred to keep the initial
"contract", while Futurs suspended
their participation in CAP after the
presidential elections, demanding
clarification of CA-P s direction at this
meeting.

France *

Unforhmately, it is clear that CAP
no longer represents a lever for the
emergence of a new political force to
the left of the Communist and
Socialist Parties.

Reprjnledlrom Boure, 14 December 1995

young people. The
search for a
recomposition on the
left continues to
manifest itself in a
range of different
organisational
frameworks... For all
these reasons, CAP
should not at this time
transfer itself into a
new political
formation, into which the various
components would dissolve
themselves. Going too fast,
proclaiming a new political
movement, abandoning the
consensus-based decision-making
process, none of this would change
any of the above-mentioned
problems. Such a move would be
largely artificial. As a result, it would
carry within itself the risk of splits,
and the wasting of those advances we
have already made."

So wulr oons rgr FUTTTRE HoLD FoK
CAP? The representative of
Convergence 6cologie solidarit6
{formerly pa-rt of Cenerdtion dcologie)
effectively argued for a "reformist
alliance for sustainable development
and cifuenship". There are plenty of
temptations which could pull CAP
away from its original project, and
harsforrn it hto just one more of the
little boats accompanying the
Socialist Party towards some kind of
"altemative".

The dilapidation of this unique
experience of co-operation on the
radical left does not disprove the
absolute imperative of building a
political alternative to the Socialist
and Communisl parties, corres-
ponding to the needs of the social
struggle. Debate and action towards
such a goal can and will continue! *
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De-regulation and priaatisation are a reaction of
gooernmmts to the natt needs of capital.lt/lat di s

from one country to another is the political and socinl

t'orm of the implemmtation of this mutntion. Claude

AttalLoru tfie rtafue of tn\our
Gabiel explnias how Frmch peculiarities mmbined to
transform a "normal" protest oaer the gooernmmt's
plan t'or the reform of social securi$ into a mass socinl

moaemmt, unprccedented since 1968.

Most French
"experts"
absorbed and
reBurgitated
government
propa-ganda
about the need for
these "jttst"
reforrns, in order
"to prepare the
future" by "re-
absorbing certain

privileges". But the claimed
rationality of these reforms
evaporates as soon as you being to
analyse them. Which is hardly
surprising. Because the real
rationality is elsewhere. The needs of
capital, and the political and
economic requirements of the
Maastricht treaty for European
integratiory are accelerating a number
of processes which have been
underway for a number of years.
French employers have been arguing
for years that the social charges they
must add to the wages they pay out
are too high. L-r effec! they are trying
to force down not ,ust the dfuect cost
of labour, but also its indirect cost.
For social security in a country like
France represents the socialisation of
certain needs of the working
population.

THE MAIN REASoNS BEHIND THE

deficits of many social programmes
are this devaluation of labour,
coupled with the high level of
unemplol,ment. This is because scrial
security payments are largely
financed by taxes on wages. Less
workers rneans less income for the
social security system, as well as

Average annual grow,th in wages,
productivity and GDP (%)

1987-90 1990- 199?95

GDP 4.0 0.3 3.1

Wages 1.3 0.8 0.'1

Ptoductivv 2.7 0.8 2.2.
Source:OECD

more claimants of unemplo)..rnent and
low income-related benefits.

The way the government
approaches the problem of publ.ic debt
reveals very dearly the class nature of
the system we live in. A "right" has

suddenly become a "privilege".
Abolishing this "privilege" is only a

measure for reducing the running
costs of the state. This is the message

from the bourgeoisie, relayed by all
the well-off and privileged opinion-
makers.

A BIT OF HISTORY

In the old days, salaries used to
rise as productivity rose. Sooner or
later (depending on the struggle)
prices too would rise. This is no longer
the case in France, and in a number of
European countries. Since the 1981-2

recession, salaries have been
deconected from productivity gains.
Inflation has been consistently low,
which mears that productivity gains
have mainly increased company
profits. There has been only a

marginal contribution to labour, in the
Iorrn of wage increases.

This tendency has persisted, both
in periods of economic growth and
during recessions (see table one).
During the upturn of L987-1.990,
salaries grew slower than productivity
and GDP. In the recession of 1990-
1993, salaries, productivity and GDP
grew at the same rate. Since then,
productivity and GDP have again
risen much faster than wages. Indeed,
the rate oI growth of wages is even
Iower than in 1987-90.

This structural change in the
creation of wages is common to a
number of European economies. But it
is particularly marked in France,
thanks to years of Socialist Party
govemment, during which there was
little if any resistance from the
workers.

DEVALUATION OF TABOUR
This new mechanism has slowly

spread through the various sectors of
the economy. Only a minority of
professions and categories of workers
are exceptions. Whole levels of
qualification are being progressively
devalued in a process of industrial
restructuring which draws on a
"reserve" Iabour force, created as a
result of persistent uremploy,rnent in
all professional categories. The final
result is, of course, that the value of
labour power as such is being pulled
down-

The structure of the labour market
is changing too. New kinds of
conhacts are exploding the concept of
minimum wage. For this is what the
growth in part-time work represents.
The French govemment even sought
to speed the process \n 1993, by
proposing to set a special minimum
wage for young people, lower than
the previous universal minimum,
now reserved for adults only. New
public services, particularly those of a
social natue, and those controlled by
local and regional govemments, are
increasingly carried out by sub-
contracted labour earning less than
the minimum wage. These are not
special training schemes or make-
work programmes. These are
necessary jobs, being carried out at a
new,lower price.

PRESSURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT
The logical consequence is that the

whole idea of labour contract is being
unravelled. Why not consider each
employee as a mini-company,
proposing a service on the market-
place? l rhy not break through what is

now called the "shaitjacket" of labour
contracts? In 1994, Minister for
Enterprise Alain Madelin argued that
"we will not go back to full, salaried
emplo).rnent. But we will create new
forms of work and iiberate initiative...
replacing the traditional salary
contract with a commercial contract
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and an individual entrepreneur" ([zs
Ecftos, 6 September 1994).

Watch outl Because this is what
governments and employers mean
when they start talking about
"reducing the working week" in order
to "avoid job-loss" and "save jobs".
Over the years, amendments to
regulations and collective agreements
have increased the flexibility of labour.
Workers are increasingly contacted for
a period of work defined in a yearly or
monthl), rather than a daill bloc. Thi"
makes it easier for the bosses to
manage their Iabour resources, in
eliminating "surplus labour costs".
This all means increases in
productivity, And reducing the value
of labour, in the name of saving jobs.

In 1980, salaries represented more
lhan 70'k of the value-added of
enterprises. Today, the figure is 61%.
This is less than the average of the
European Union, and the OECD
cor.rnhies, Over the Iast 12 years, the
share of wages in value-added has
{allen by seven percentage points. The
share of profits has rlsen by the same
amount.

TRANSFERS TO COMPANIES

FROM WAGE-EARNERS AND THE

STATE

You can see how difficuLt it has
become to maintain a high level of
social protection when such protection
is financed from the labour bill, in a
period when labour is being de-
valued. The relative decline in salaries
as a percentage of GDP is having
serious consequences on state
revenue. The number ofjobs increased

slightly in 1994. But because these
were mainly part time and precarious
jobs, there was vitually no increase
in the revenue of the social security
system. Which is what the
govemment was countinB on.

In other words, the devaluation o{
Iabour has direct consequences on the
budgets of social programmes, and
the total revenue of the state. The
outrage o{ the Juppe plan is that it
wotrld require the same people who's
labour has been devalued to cough
up for the resulting shortlall in state
revenue. The pubhc sector deficit

The state has to save money. The
press obediently lectures us that, h
the end, all these wasteful state
programmes are financed by the
taxpayers. So everyone should benefit
from reforms. The message is that the
state's lifestyle is too extravagant,
mainly because of an excessive mass
of civil servants.

The opposite is true. In France,
increases in the public sector deficit
have gone hand in hand with
economic growth. The deficit was
about 2ol" of GDP until 1990. But the
subsequent uptum in the economy
was accompanied by a worsening
deficit. The state was faced with
stagnant sources of income, and
increased expenditure on aid to
companies (to help them reduce
unemployment!). Increased rates of
interest had also hcreased the service
charges for the debt. The running costs
o{ the state caused only a $nall part of
this increase (22ok oI GDP in 7987,
21.9% n 1994\. Civil servants' salaries
represented 22.3% of CDP in 1982 and

France *

only 22.4/. n 7D4. *: it is dear that the
public sector deficit is not caused by a
"bloated" civil service, nor by an
"explosion" in social security and other
spending.

The media neglect a number of
interesting statistics.

O Tax on company profits fell by 37
billion francs between 1990 and
1994. And this despite a 50 bn FFR
increase in profits in the same
p"riod!
O The loss of workers' and
employers' social security
contributions as a result of
persist€nt, high unemplo).ment has
cost an estimated 100 bn FFR over
the last five years.

I Two thirds of this year's deEcit is
made up of interest and service
charges paid - at fue-market rates

- on state debt.

O noone seems to have noticed one
"non-productive, privi-leged"
group - the military. Nor is the
government proposing to cut the
nudear weapons programme. The
Iatest budget maintains all existing
military projects at their current
spending levels.

The "need" to increase the number
of years conhibutiors needed for access
to old age pension is lustified by
reference to conditions in the private
sector. But the higher limit was only
imposed in the private sector two years
ago. This is why the determination of
public sector workers [o defend their
own pensions has quickly taken the
form of the wider defence of the
pension and social secrrity rights of all
categories of workers. *
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A["o4anfur Euzgolin an[ An[rei i@fganoa report from Moscow on fousin's efectinn resu[ts

RussIA's PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIoNs oF DECEMBER 1995
brought few surprises. Analysts had anticipated the success
of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation (KPRF),
headed by Germady Zyuganov. They also conecdy predicted
that the left (more precisely, sociakhauvinist) cenhe would
receive about 4ff/o of the total vote when the results in single-
member territorial electorates were taken into accoult, and
that an unstable equilibrium would come to exist in the

Duma.

\4trat was surprising was the scale
of the defeat suffered by the
parties of the right and centre in
the party-list elections. The bloc
Our Home ls Russla, headed by
Russian Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin, received fewer
than 10% of the votes, while
Russia's Denouatic Choice,led by
the favourite of the Western

media Yegor Gaidar, attracted fewer than 5%. This
represented a powerful moral defeat for the rightists, with
their policies of "shock without therapy" (Gaidar), and then of
war in Chedrrya and "depressive stabilisation" (Yeltsin and
Chemomyndin). The majority of Russian citizens came out in
dear opposition to such "reforrns".

For the presenl however, this is only a moral defeat. The
forces of the political right are still powerful even in the
present Duma, where if so-called "independent deputies"
from single-member electorates are taken into account, the
rightists will have about a third of the seats (this was written
on 20 December, when the aufhors still did not have final
figures available). Among the forces of the right we indude
the Yabloko bloc headed by Grigory Yavlinsky. We shess that
the differences between the real policies of this bloc and the
policies of the present authorities amount only to nuarces
within a shared pro-bourgeois shategy. Yavlinsky's current
radicalism is mainly the result of his wish to present hirn-self
as an oppositionist.

kr the Drma as in Russia as a whole, a situation close to draos
and collapse has emerged as the presidential election
approaches. The rightists have already ceased to exercise
straightforward conhol over the situatior; even though at the
same time they retain administrative and poJ.itical power and
conhol over property. The left is far from real victory. Circling
above this "scene after a battle" is the right-wing social-
populist Zhirinovsky, who has the ability to shift the
relationship of forces in the Duma decisively in one direction
or the other. . .

Tnr socto-EcouoMlc coNTEo oF THE ELEcrIoNs

The political equilibrium (naturally, very unstable) which has
come to exist in the present Duma reflecb in many ways the
wider social and economic relations within Russia. It is
important to notre that since the winter of 199&1994 the model
of nomenklatura-corporatist capitalism that arose in our
counky during the process of "reform" has begun gradually
to change. From the specr.dative pursuit of a pro-Westem
course, the Russian authorities have begun a gradual tum to a
chauvinistpatemalist orientation. This turn has proceeded
slowly and in contradictory fashion, but its causes are
profound. Now it has yielded its first resulb.

So what is happening? By 1995 noticeable changes had begun
appearing. They were called forth by the fundamental
rejection by the Russian economy and the people of the
aftempts to implement the program of "shock therapy"; by
the concenhation and monopolisation of private capital,
processes hastened by violence and comrption; and by the
regrouping and partial adaptation to the bureaucratised and
comrpt market of a significant sector of the "old" monopolies
(primarily in the fuel and raw materials sector).

Partly through the rapid grouping together at the local level
of numerous small speculative firrns, large corporate dans
have arisery not only in the sphere of material production but
also of hade and finance. Within these clans property dghts
and real power are dishibuted among various groups oI the
clan elite. These groups include corrupt elements of the
federal and municipal authorities that support a particular
dan; the banks that serve and control a given dan; managers
of enterprises that are part of the clan, and various private
individuals. In most cases these clars bind "fheir" workers
and the residenb of "their" cities tighdy to the clan struchres
using ties of patronage and fear. It is significant that in the
elections virtually all the present provincial govemos were
reelected irrespective of their political orientation.

As the dans consol.idate themselves (and the process of their
formation is not yet complete) they enter into fierce struggles
over the division of property rights and economic power.
Naturally, in this sauggle (and it is proceeding, we should
remember, h a cotu1try with a state.bueaucratic capitalism
in which a great deal depends on official structures) it is
exhemely important for the daru to make the breakthrough
to pottical power. As a result, each of the dars has placed, is
placing or will place its stake on one or several political forces,
which are called upon to lobby for the clan's interests. The
abundance of clans (and if we take into account the
republican and regional elites, they number many dozens)
and their wish to diversi{y their representation provides one
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of the reasons for the multiplicity of
electoral blocs with extemely similar
political programs.

Meanwhile, in the course of 1995 two
poles of attraction for these corporate
structures began gradually to emerge.
One, dose to the prebent auLhorities, is

linked to the paternalist-minded
bureaucracy, is oriented toward a
compromise with the workers (hence
the social populism of the programs)
and toward the maintaining of national
production through state support,
limitations on f oreign competition,
chedp credits and >o fort-h. On the basis
of personal ties and of sectoral and
regional affiliations the clan-
colporations of this type put their stakes
on one of the sociakhauvinist bloca for
the most pat, the Communist Party of
the Russian Federation (KPRF) or the
Confederation of Russian Communities
(KRO). There are also clars of a second
type - capitalist corporations which
have already adapted to the market
tfuough monopolising exports of raw
materials and energy sources, through intermhgling with the
current authorities, and through skengthening their position
in the financial and banking sphere as a result of the
concentration and monopolisation of capital. These clans
supported Our Home Russia, Russia's Democratic Choice
and other righlwing blocs, competing not only with the
patemalist (social-chauvinist) structures, but also with one
another. Nevertheless, it is impossible to ur1derstard either
the results of the elections or the prospee'ts for Russia's future
if we "forget" the position of the working pmple ra.ho make
up the bulk of the population.

It should be recalled that 195, despite the official optimism of
the authorities, was a period of contirudng economic decline.
Over lhe firsl eler en months of the year the fall in CDP
amounted "only" to 4%, while the real wages of workers,
following a temporary stabilisation in 1994 began &opping
sharply (by 15%). The govemment's successes in the fight
against inflation were truly memorable - prices in 1995 rose
by "only" 220'kl Abeady, the majority of workers were
simply exhausted by the unceasing crisis. Apart from that,
more than a quarter of the population were below the
poverty line, which the Russian authorities defined in very
simple fashion: people were considered poor iI tley lacLed
the minimum of low-quality foodstuffs needed for survir,'al
"over a certain period of time".

There is no doubt that the Russian population today remains
atomised and indeed enslaved by dan patemalism. Yes, the
workers of Russia as before show little capacity for self-
organisatiory while economic crisis and the need to work at
two or three jobs for twelve to fourteen hours per day
strengthen tendencies to conlormity and passivity. Yes, our
country has already seen the formation of a "worker
aristocracy", consisting of employees of a number of rart,
materials branches and of the banking and finance sector who
receive from five to ten times the pay of workets in machine-
building education or science. All this is true.

However, the workers of Russia are already beginning even
if only passively, to prctest against such policies, to protest

against such an economy and against such ruling authorities.
One sign of this is the fact that in the parliamentaly elections
as many as 70% of electors came out to vote in the so-called
"less favoured" regions. Another sign is the rnassive support
that was Biven to the KPRF as almost the only party
possessing mass grass-roots structures and working (above
all in the case of the regional organisations) with ordinary
pmple (for the present, mainly with pensionerg but all the
same...). Parties of the same political stdpe which lacked
such structures failed in the elections, as was shoum by the
example of KI{O.

Even if passively, the working people who make up the
majority of the Russian population are thus becoming the
decisive factor in the political struggle. The workers are not
yet capable of joining forces independently in order to defend
their own interests (the KPRI is a party of mass passive
support for the "good" - that is, patemalist - nomenklattua).
But the support, rejection or indifference shown by workers js

becoming a decisive factor in the struggles of the corporative
elites.

Tnr olsrosmoN oF poL[rcAL FoRcEs rN Tr{E DLJMA
AND SOCIETY

In order to urderstand the results of the 1995 parliamentary
elec.tions one needs to keep in mind the bases of the political
system that came into being as a rcsult of the coup d'6tat of
September- October 1993. This political system is based on
the combining in the hands of the executive power (the
president and govemment) of the prerogatives enjoyed by
the ruling authorities in both parliamentary and presidential
republics. The righis of the parliament (the Duma) have been
curtailed not only compared to parliamentary systems of
rule, but even compared to presidential ones. The Duma is
restricted even in its legislative functions. In order to
overcome a veto by the upper house, the Council of the
Federation, a two-thirds majority is require{ a presidential
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veto carr be overcome only by a two-thirds vote in both
houses.

The Duma can scarcely be regarded as a force equal in
standing to the executive power. The only substantlal
functions it possesses are the rights to adopt the budget and
to confirm in office three key officials nominated by the
president - the Prime Minister, the Chairperson of the
Central Bank and the Prosecutor-General. Meanwhile, a
refusal by the Duma to pass the budget or an expression of no
conJidence in the Prime Minister may provide gror.rnds for
early dissolution of the Duma.

Even though the number of Duma seats held by various
political forces is of great
importar.rce to the ruling elitre, in
these circumstances the
disposition of forces in the
Duma clearly lacks decisive
significance. It is no accident that
during the election campaign
the observation was often heard
that the Duma elections were
merely a full dress rehearsai for
the presidential election of June
7W6.

The Duma elections were held on the basis of relatively
democratic legislation. A mired electoral system was used.
Half the positions (225) were to be filled by proportional
representation according to party lists, while the remaining
225 would be filled by candidates who had run for election in
a particular electoral distdct and had received a simple
majority of votes. The party Lsls were divided into a general
federal list (consisting of only 12 candidates) and regronal
Iists. This was done in order to prevent an undue
concenhation of Moscow politiciars in the Duma.

The electoral procedures were also relatively democratic, and
appear generally to have been adhered to, at least in regions
where conditions were
more or less "normal".

flournalists, however,
reported numerous
and glaring violations
in the Chechen
Republic, where the
electibns took place
under wartime
conditions. Press
reports also suggested
major shortcomings in
the election practices Prime l\,finisler Viho. Chemomydin's Out Hcr.ne is Bussia

bloc received under l0% of votes.

constituencies (despite having run more candidates than any
other pariy), its parliamentary fraction will male up fewer
than 10 per cent of the total number of deputies. The pro-
governrnent NDR came in third with almost 1fl. of the vote,
but won only ten territorial seats. Yavlinsky's Yabloko bloc
received 7.3% of the vote and had 14 deputies elected from
local constituencies. The other electoral blcrcs failed to make it
over the 5% barrier.

Most erperts were surprised not only by the KPRF's level of
success, but also by NDRs degree of failure. The vote for the
LDPR was expected to be considerably smaller. AIso
mistaken were the near-unanimous predictions that the
Congress of Russian Communities (KRO), the Agrarian Party
(AP), Gaidar's DVR and the Women of Russia group would
surmount the 5% barrier. On the whole, however, the trend
of the vothg was predicted correctly. All the forecasters put
the KPRF in first place, predicted a substantial gap between
the KPRF and ND& and pointed to a significant drift of
voters away from the LDPR, DVR and AP.

The only major, fundamental error made by the erperts was
their exaggeration of the political shength of the I(I{O. It was
predicted that this organisation would rank among the
leading factions in the future Duma. But as in the previous
electiors, a political organisation resting on industrialists and
declaring its moderate, centrist dtaracter (at that time this role
was played by the Civic Union) saw its hopes dashed. It is
interesting to note that in 1993 the majority of experts aiso
failed to predict the failure of the Civic Union.

I4/hat condusions do the election resulb allow one to draw
about the mood of the voters?

In the first place, there was an unmistakeable rejection of the
government's course. This was despite an extremely
powerful propaganda campaign waged by NDR, openly
supported by state televisiory and despite real sigrs that the
economic dedine was slowing.

Second, the right-wing parties which overcame the 5%
barrier received only 27.8% of the party-list vote comparcd
wilh 52.7"k in the 1993 elections. An unstable right-wing
majority (unstable because of discord within the fractions)
was replaced by the absence of a clear majority for any
political current. We include in the category of right-wing
parties not only Yavlinsky's bloc, but also the nationalist
LDP& since the LDPR gives its firm support to Russia's
capitalist path, and despite spouting anti-government
rhetoric and voting with the I(PRF on some questiors, has
also supported the government on all of the most
important issues (the budget, conlidence in the prime
minister etc.).

Unlike the situation in 1993, the organisations Women of
Russia and PRES, which have basically supported the
govemment, did not pass the 5oo barrier.

The defeat suffered by Gaidar's DVR was particularly
crushing. After having gained 15.4% of the party-list votes in
193, it attracted only 4.1% in the 1995 elections. Confidence
in the miracle-working powers of the free market has
dissipated like smoke. Evan Yabloko, which made a show of
opposition to the government, managed onJy to keep its
losses to a minimrm, recording 73% compared with 7.8% in
7993.

Third, not a single cenhist party (whether left<enhist in the
style of the social democrats, the Ivan Rybkin bloc and

used on military bases
elsewhere in Russia). The main source of disquiet was the
question of the faimess or otherwi-se of the vote- counthg,
since there was almost no possibility of independent control
over this aspect of the electoral procedue.

According to figures released on 20 December, the KPRF
gained first place in most regions, athacting 21.9% of the
party-list votes. It is expected that together with 59 deputies
elected in lcral constituencies, the KPRF will have about 157-
158 Durna seats - more than one third of the total, and a.lrnmt
twice as many as in the previous Duma. Second place in the
elections was taken by Zririnovsky's LDPR with 10.5% of the
voteg half as many as before. Becarse the LDPR had only ar-r

insignificant number of candidates elected in local
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"Power to the People", or right-centrist like the KRO) has
managed to overcome the 5% barrier. This means that for the
Russian voter the question is not one of choosing between
economic tactics for market reform. The question is one of
socio-economic strategy. Once again, the question on the
agenda is that of where Russia should be heading. A very
significant part of the population is certain that the
governrnent is taking Russia in the wrong direction, and that
mere adiustments to the reform process are no longer
sufficient. In order to be successful, the Russian soiial
democrats need to strdy the example of Sa.lvador Allende,
not of Mitterand.

Fourth, the failure of Vladimir Jirinovsky's LDPI( KRO and
a series of smaller blocs using nationatist slogans has shown
that the concept of great- power chauvinism, at least in itseu
does not athact significant sl.rnpathy from votem. Nor was
there significant support for those blocs (the same ones plrs a
number of small formatiors oI a shaighfforward right-wing
character) whose leaders called for the use of authoritarian
political methods. This is a very encouraging sign.

The effect of the electiors on the disposition of forces within
the left is a particularly complex qudtion. All of the relatively
small - or minurule - left and left<entrist groups failed to
surmount the 5% barrier, though two of them, Svyatoslav
Fyodorov's Party of Workers Self-Management, and the bloc
"Communists -Toiling Russia for the Soviet Union",
received more than four per cent of the votes. It is clear that a
united left bloc could have received lrom 45 to 50% of the
voE.

The elections confirmed the undoubted fact that the I(pRF
overshadows all the other left parties and groups taken
together. Orthodox communists and supporters of various
versions of democratic socialism have only a very weak
in-fluence on the masses. At the same time, suppoiters of
"small" orthodox communist and left parties and groups
outside the tr?RF - people who in many cases did not vote
because "their" (demooatic socialist) party was not running -
could have contributed some 5 to 7"". Together with the
social democrals, this might well have provided the vital 10 to
12% of additional votes whidr the KPRF needed for victory.

WHAT AIIE TrE pRospECTs FoR poLmcAL STRUGGLE nr Russia?
It is not lalor ,n whether Yeltsin, afur the failure of the bloc

Russia *

led by the "Yeltsinite" Prime Minister Chemomyrdin, will
decide to hold these electiors. I{ not, will the opposition ard
the elites that are dissatisfied with Yeltsin have enough
strength to force the electiors to be held despite the resistance
of the'party of power'? For the moment, it seems very likely
that the presidential elections will go ahead. There are too
many dars anxious to force the present minority away Irom
the presidential feedtrough, and most importantly, the
majority of working people reject the cutrent course. In
addition, the presidential team is beset by contradictions, and
Yeltsin himself is not in good shape.

In the event that a more or less democratic model is
employed for the presidential electioru (at least whiie the
election process is under way), the opportunity will arise for
leftists, social democrats and the more moderate social-
chauvinist forces (from Toiling Russia through the
democratic left to the KPRF as the main force of the coalitiory
ald beyond to the Agrarians, various social democrats and
"pink" chauvinists of the ty?e of Nikolai Ryzhkov's bloc, etc.)
to establish a powerful coalition. This will be possible if there
is good organisatioq if varior.rs disagreements are overcome,
and if compromises are reached between the clans
supporting the political groups. On the path to this objective
there will be numerous obstacles, both the "old" ones that
prevented such a coalition from being formed and achier.ing
victory in the parliamentary elections, and also new ones
linked to pressure exerted on the IGRF by the authorities and
the centrists. Both these forces will try to 'buy" the leaders of
the KPRF with official positions and with the promise of
compromises. It can only be hoped tlnt this effort fails.

For the presen! it is r.rndear arowrd whom the rightists will
ra1ly, or whether they will trnite their forces at all. In any case,
this process will probably er.clude Zririnovsky. who at least
in the first rormd will probably make his own effor1 to finish
ahead of the pack. The ferment and vacillation in the right-
wing camp, and the lack of an obviors favourite, are among
the ryrnptoms of the overall crisis of right-wing politics in the
past few years. Nevertheless, the "par$ of power' as in the
past concentrates in its hands the support of the bulk of
colporative and speculative capital, of officialdom, of the
"middle class" (in Russia this consists of employees of
commercial firms, of the majority of the "elite" intelligentsia,
and of workers in some privileged sectors) and of a minority
(though a substartial one) of workers.

As a result the possibility is not excluded that in the
presidential elections a more or less even balance will arise
between right and left, ard that Zririnovsky with his 10 per
cent will play the role of arbiter. If this is to be prevented, a
democratically organised left-centrist coalition is necessary.
This the main task of leftists today. :/r

The
Duma
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'On he basis ol figures released on 20 December. 'I}le lirst column sho\rs the percentage
ol voles received on party lisls. The second coiumn shows the number of depulies elected
in le.rilorial consliluencles. And fie tiid column p€dicls lhs probabty nLjmber ot depuUes
lrom lh€ fraclion as a percentage of lhe total number ol deputies.
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Poland

6y lanMoleutsft

THtr ELECTIoN oF THE SoCIAL DEMOCRAT
(post-Communist) candidate Aleksander
Kwasniewski as President of Poland closes
a chapter in PoJlsh history. It is the mark of
popular deception with politiciars from the
Solidamosc (Solfdarity) movement. And of
people's rejection of neo-liberal policies for
the restoration of capitalism. But the
paradox ls that Kwasniewski is committed
to pursuing just such policies. His election
Ieaves the field free for those who lead the
struggle against the phantoms of the
StaLinist past to try to mobilise those who
pay the price of neo-liberalism. Outgoing
President Lech Walesa has opted for a

strategy of de-stabilisation. Before leaving
office, he primed a number of time
bombs...

The Polish currency, the Zloty, is now convertible inside the
country. The exchange rate against foreign currencies is
fixed by the market, and is relatively stable, despite high
inflation (estimated, at 26% ttr 1995). This stability is the
result of a financial surplus in Poland's curent account

Poland in 1996 jS a Country hansformed. In Supporters of lormer Presidenl Lech Waesa gather signatules lor lhe ovefluming ol lhe ele.lion ol ex-Communist

1989 the richest 20ol" of households had ar Aeksander Kwasniewski.

average income 3.5 times higher than the dealhgs with the West. 5 The National Bank's status makes
poorest 20%. The ratio in 1995 was 1:5. Back in 1989. apart it independent of govemment (and the Bank's president
from a small private sector and the top circles of the even iniervened in the election campaign).
bureaucracy, higher incomes were grouped in certdin
economic 

"#orsland 
some regioru oi the'country. These lolitical officers in the Polish arrny have been replaced by

differences have disappearedlToday the differentiation Catholic chaplains. The officer corps-is pro-NATO, and

reflects something closii to the socid itmcture of an under- hopes the country will soon join the alliance. The General
developed capitalist country. Enhepreneu$ are the richest, Staff campargned for Walesa during the election.
followed b1 the Ljberdl professions, follor.red bv worLers
and peruioirers. Farmers'a'.d tl," ;";;i;il ;d",;;irh; The police' particularly the political police' has been

bottom of the income ladder. 1 Fifteen p'e..i"i 
"i 

ti" f"U.* restructured The directors of the new Office for the

force is out of wor! a slight improvemJnt on recent years. lrotection of the State (OUP) have made declarations of
' lor altv lo the new stale. To Walesa

Oramership of the mearu of production has also charged. Bv
the end of 1994 54% of GDP was being produced in the
private. sector, which employed 617o of the work, force 2 

ALEKSANDER KwASMEwsKT D.ES Nor .LAN To Rf,vERSE THE'E
Not including $e "grey" economy, which emDlovs between ' :" -
1/4 and 1/3 of rhe rea -o* ro..", u.i-pi#i.lJ ilit;;i changes. He is an apparatchik of the 1970s generation One

GDP.3ln 1989 there were E,400 tt"i" ili;;;;. d; Irry of those who helped reorient the old order towards the

1995 7,596 had been privaiised, i"a-pit"'"tiJ"i i"l" market economy in the 1980s. Kwasniewski is no old

formaliy under way iir a furthei 3,2q7: The rhythm had Stalinist Nor is he a Communist militant. His electoral

slowed in 1994, but increased in 1995. programme was spectacularly similar to that of Jacek

In 19g9 most of poland's hade was with the soviet Union Kuron' a neo-liberal candidate from the solidarnosc

and the East European .o.,.tri"r. ioluv,l#il;#; movement Like Kuron' Kwasniewski is in favour of the

Union is the:,ource o[ o+.q"- ot noiJ,ii:r' t;;;;,rt;;; rapid social tran'[ormation which is under way' for

absorbs 71.2ol" of the cor.ntry,s exportsi 
- 

Poland's integration hto NATO and the European Union.

Kwasniewski's party colleagues have been in govemment
for two years, so there are plenty of examples of their "true
nature". As Prime Minister Jozef Oleky comments, "Poland

is a land of paradoxes: a centre-left govemment with post-

Communists like me is introducing the market economy,
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while the trade unions, like Solidamosc, which toppled
Communism, put forward populist slogans. o

Kwasniewski benefited from the record of two years of
Social Democratic govemment h which his party, while
not deviating too much from the policies of its right-whg
predecessors, was better than they had been in managing
social tensions. The rapid growth of the Polish economy,
after a deep crisis and savage restruchrring of indushy, gave
the new govemment more room for manoeuwe than their
predecessorc had enjoyed. Real salaries rose 2.8/. n 7995
(the fust such year since 1989). Unemployrnent full (-1.5%).
GDP is estimated to have risen 67%, inclusnial production
10.8% and investments 20%. The budget deficit is lower
than in 194. [...]
The incumbent president Lech Walesa launched his
campaign with a virulent antirommunist campaign, and
allied himself with the conservative, populist current in
Polish politics. He was even willing to challenge or bl<rk the
Social Democrat's privatisation drive, imposing a
referendum on their 'coupon' privatisation
programme for February 194.6.

Walesa demanded civic and judicial
sanctions against members of the former
rulhg Communist party (several million
persons). His current received more votes
in this presidential election than in the
general election of 1993. This has
reinforced his position within the
conservative, populist bloc, which has
developed round the Solidarnosc trade
union and the non-parliamentary right.

Some leading bishops have virtually
declared war on the new president. The
Abbot of Czestochowa, a s).rnbol of Polish
nationalism during the years of partition
and subjugation to foreign powers, has
ceremonially closed his doors to
Kwasniewski, as his predecessors did
during the 17th century invasion of Poland
by the Swedes.

Poland is now polarised between two
political camps: a neo-liberal bloc
dominated by Kwasniewski's "post-
Communist" social democrats, and an
anti-Communist, traditionalist bloc,
dominated by Solidamor and supported
by the Church. Neither of these camps
represents a social polarisation: the
working dass, the mtrepreneur group and
the peasants are divided il their support
for the two blocks. In many enteprises
each bloc is represented by a different
hade union.

Lech Walesa and the leaders of
Solidamor seem to want to develop this
polarisation into a "cold war". This would
oblige the Agrarian Party and the Union of
Labour (the left-wing from Solidamosc) to
choose their camp or split into fragments.
Both these parties did much worse in the
Presidential elections than they had done
in 1993.

The Agrarian Party (PSL) is torn between its clientelist
tradition (it was a puppet party under the Stalinist regime),
its opposition to the capitalist restructuring of the
countryside, and the Catholicism of its supporters. The PSL

has 297" ol deputies, which makes it the second largest
party in the parliament. If it joins the opposition, it would
de.stabilise any Social Democrat govemment.

A orncurr vs.m

This year will see referendums on the 'coupon' privatisation
and on a new Constitution. Kwasniewski is committed to
liberalising the law on abortion. The Social Democratic
government has promised to increase the speed of
privatisation in 1D6, particutarly in the key sectors of heary
industry, and the banking sector. Solidarnosc's own
bastions of support are in Poland's iron, chemical and
pehochemical plane.
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* Poland

Walesa profited Irom his last two weeks in office to place a
few time-bombs for his successor. He convinced the
Constitutional Tribunal to annul the June 1995 law on
privahsation. Then he submitted the law on taxation to the
same hibunal. This made it impossible to implement a law
on state finances for 1996.

Since the elections, Walesa's support committees, together
with Solidamosc, have collected over 600,000 signatures
demanding the cancelling of Kwasniewski's electiory on the
grounds that he mis-represented his educational record. 7
Finally, Walesa produced from his sleeve a dossier accusing
Prime Minister and Social Democrat leader Jozef Oleksy of
having, until very recently, collaborated with the Russian
seoet services.

Wl.rrsl lxo nrs cENERALS

Years of conflict between President Walesa and the
parliamentary majority allowed the military hierarchy to

gain a level of autonomy
incompatible with a democratic
state. In March 1995, the General
Staff was able to force the
resignation of the Minister of
Defence. In June, the army's
newspaper published an article
presenting the Ieft as the enemy of
the army. This summer/
representatives of the Ceneral Staff
joined Walesa's election campaign.

General Wilecki repeatedly condemrs the "politicos" who
are leading Poland to ruin. The general is rumoured to have
ambitions beyond the purely military...

Until now, the civil power in Poland has always ceded to
pressure lrom the military. The conflict between "the
sheet", mobitised by the populist and reactionary sloga:rs of
Solidamosc, and "the irstitutions" maraged by the Social
Democrats risks to de-stabilise the institutions. The
parliamentary character of the young Polish democracy
risks to suffer. The Gmeral Staff may even open the way for
a 'Bonapartist' solution. *
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figflt
The Sixth Congress of Spain's mam trade union
confederation CC.OO. takes place on 17- 20 lantnry
For the frst time, tfu present mnjoribt faes a full
counter-programme, prepared lry the radical l{t

tfip souf o
la

thg uTu"orl
" critical sector" . lt toill be a close contest. Wirhet)er

THE PoltrtcAt AND
economic changes of the last
few years have had a

negative effect on trade
r.rnions and on working dass
struggles all over Europe.
Or the one hand, the events
in the East - the collapse of
the USSR and of the Soviet
bloc - have provoked an
ideological reheat of the left
and a weakening of its
forces. The absence of a
social project embodying an
altemative to capitalism has
demoralized militants and,
by depriving them of a

liberating perspective, has
weakened the momentum
and intensity of many
struggles.

On the other hand, the
crisis of capitalism,
nmhberal economic policies,
new technology and
"globalization" have gravely
affected the labor movement
through the growth of
unemployment, the
deepening of job insecudty,
the "fletbilization " of labor
relations and the ever
growing fuar of losing one's

iob. Working class
demobilization has deep,
objective causes.

The bourgeoisie, seeking to avail
itself of this new intemational situation
and of the devastating ef{ects of the
crisis, has launched an offensive
against labor legislation and market
regulations. This offensive endangers
the historical conquests of the working
class while also fosterhg a growing
disarray within the traditional sectors
of the class, weakening our solidarities,
and promoting our atomization.
Insecurity and fear have installed
themselves in the world of labor.
Significant sectors have been
marginalized. Factors which promote
division and disintegration have
become more visible, and divergent or

cunmt domirutes, the
substatntial influence. Jesus
Montes report t'rom Mndid.

sectoral interests are more keenly felt
than our collective interests.

As a result of these trans-
formatiors, the labor movement faces

great difficulties in defending itself
and advancing new demands. It must
face those obstacles without the
stimulus which had been generated by
the belief that there existed an
altemative social model, within whidr
the development of the productive
forces was at the service of the well-
being of present and future
generations. In spite of its sinister
degeneration, such was the space
"really ex.isting socialism" occupied in
the consciousness of many workers.

Neoliberalism has
now achieved a
degree of hegemony
that cannot be
ignored. Its theories
and argumenb have
deeply permeated
society, including
many left currents
and considerable
sectors of the trade
union movement. It
has succeeded in
turning its
underlying values,
proposals and
objectives into the
parameters within
which the problems
which affect many
countries are
approached.

Then there are
the consequences for
the labor movement
of the break-up of
the social reform
policies, which were
largely made
possible by the
intense economic
growth of the post-
war period and
which can be seen as

culminating in the
notion of the welfare state. The same
wellare state which is now under siege
by the neoliberal offensive.

In general terms, the hade union
movement has adapted badly to these
changes. This has contdbuted to its
decreased influence in society and to a
weakening of the pre-eminent role
which the working class has played
within the 'social whole'.

In the Spanish State, the trade
union movement also confronts
certain specific problems. The
economic crisis has had graver
consequences here than in other
countries of Europe. It has impinged

November22, 1995 (lranslalioni n. Bemabe)
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on a weaker and less productive
capita.Iism, in the context of heightened
international competition. The
adoption of neoJiberalism by the
(rding) Socialist Party (I5OE), agairst
a background of the European Union
and its Maastricht Treaty, has led to
extremely harsh and misguided
policieE which, adding insult to injury,
have been applied in the name of the
left. These policies have led to much

greater
unemployment
and labor market
deregulation than
in other European
Union states. This
has had. deep
repercusslons ln
the labor
movement, labor
relations and the
situation of the
trade lrnions.

Those organizations committed to
the construction of a world ruled by
reason and solidarity, including the
trade unions, key actors in the class
struggle, are moving against the
curent in Spanish society. Civen their
basically reformist role, the trade
unions confront a situation in which
reforms are blocked and formidable
reactionary forces have been
unleashed. The offersive launched by
capital against the rights and living
conditions of the working class seeks
to r.urdermine the cohesion of the dass,
thus attacking the fountainhead of
trade unionism. For the reigning
neoJiberal doctrines, unions constitute
an undesirable institution which must
be neutralized and reduced to a social
and organi-zational mini-mum. It is
precisely this situation which fully
justifies the struggle for a strong and
militant trade unionism, capable of
articulating a viable and credible alter-
native and of morally and ideo-
logically rearming itself to adequately
act in accord with the needs and
aspirations of the labor movement.
Such objectives cannot be attained
without a struggle for a more
participatory and democratic trade
unionism. Present circumstances
demand the continuous analysis of
complex and changing reality,
formulation of the necessary
ad,ustments and understanding of
new challenges and problems.
Nevertheless the changes that have
occured do not in any way invalidate
the hurdamental objectives practices or
principles of the trade union
movement.

IN Tr sT TAVoRABLE coNTDfl, TRADE

unions har e made certain mista-kes in
rccent yean. Thea critical support for
the Maastricht Treaty (including their
refusal to promote a plebirite on it),
the semi-general stril<e of March 28,
1992 and the fashion in which the
unions have entangled themselves in
repeated rounds of negotiations - fust
the "pact of competitiveness", then
the "pact of employment" - were
important aspects of a mistaken
strategy. Though they pale in
comparison with the way in which
the general strike of January 27, 1994
was organizd, and the tacit policy of
social peace which has reigned since.

According to officlal estimates,
participation in the January strike u/as
higher than in the strike of 14
December 1988. Ihis testifies to the
capacity of resistance which the labor
movement still retains. Nevertheless,
seen from a wider perspective, the
strike was only an accident within an
ongoing process oI demobilization.

During the months which
preceded the January strike, the
CC.OO. and the General Union of
Workers (Uni6n Ceneral de
Trabajadores - UGT) had been
ensnared in a frushating process of
negotiation which led nowhere. Since

January, the hade unions have simply
turned their backs on the struggle
against the labor counter-reform,
limiting it to the fight against it in the
mncunLrs. With the exception of some
sectors where jobs are particularly
threatened, paralysis has been the
norm within the labor movement.

This paralysis has combined itself
with further mistakes of the trade
union leadership. These indude their
complete passivity in the face of
privatization; fiscal changes, the
"Toledo PIan" and the attacks on the
pensions which it will bring; the
refusal to join other civic, social and
political forces in a common plafform;
uniustified conflicts with left
organizations which have always
supported the labor movementi
underhanded support of "felipismo".
All this have undoubtedly opened the
path to new aggressiors, lessened the
aedibfity and leadership capacity of
the trade uniors, and undermined the
morale of many hade unionists. As a

result, the govemnent of the PSOE
has had its hands freed to go forward
with its neoliberal project -deepenhg the labor counter-reform,
ransacking the public sector (Iberia,
Telef6nica, Renfe), generalizing the

privatization policy (Repsol,
Argentaria), undermining social
services (unemployment insurance,
health), thus creating the conditions
for further attacks on pensions as well
as an even deeper labor
"flexibilization".

The determinants of the present
situation are many and complex. They
include the economic crisis and the
advance of neoliberalism, which
through the growth of
unemplo;,nnent job instability and the
growing fear of losing one's job, has
had a devastating effect on the labor
movement. Demobilization, therefore,
has an obiective basis. But that, in
itself, cannot explain the return to
passivity after a potent general strike.
We must also consider the effect of the
advance of neoliberal ideas among
significant sectors of the working dass
and its leade$hip. Mostly, this does
not occur because the latter agree with
those doctrines, but rather because
they have come to accept the world of
neoliberalism as a given,
unchangeable reality. For example,
while workers don't like the concept
of competitiveness, the idea has
nevertheless sunk in that if one is
going to have a iob, one will also have
to be competitive. This recognition is
only a step away from accepting the
government's economic policies,
labor-law deregulation or the need for
all sorts of restructuring. Such ideas
affuct the behavior of many left-wing
political and hade union leadery both
of the UGT and the CC.OO. And
these attitudes in turn generate
tensions and conflicts within their
organizations,

These conceptions largely
permeate the proposals which the
present majority in the CC.OO. will
try to establish as the official line of
the organization at the forthcoming
Sixth Congress.

The dominant elements in the
official proposals break with the
CC.OO.'s critical and fighting
tradition. Among other things, the
marority document proposes an
excessive accom modation to the
limits imposed by neoliberalism, and
reftrses to stuuggle for a more just and
caring society. The proposals are
permeated by the notion that the
nmliberal model of European unior;
as formulated in the Maastricht
Treaty, is inescapable. The majority
offers only a weak response to the
government's economic, industrial
and social policies, including
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privatization. There is an implicit
acceptance of the labor counter-reform
- by relegating the struggle against the
new measures to the arena of the
anoenios).

Such an orientation has
organizational consequences. It
confirms the role of the unions as
actors within the existing system of
institutions. The present majority
expect to be the decisive element
behind the trade unions' influence.
They would like to centralize and
bureaucratize the unions' decision-
making processes, at the expense of
wider participatiory pluralism, and the
autonomy of local and sectoral union
bodies. Some CC.OO. leaders have,
however, recognised that "one canmt
be in the government and the
opposition at the same time".

Carrying out these policies
demands the neutralization of all
criticism, and corsiderable limitations
in internal democracy, and the role
and the influence of the rank and file
within the union.

Proposed dranges in the statutes of
the CC.@. would limit the rights of
the members, increase the powers of
the apparatus, and eliminate all
dissident voices from the executive
organs.

THE LEFT ALTERNATIVE

The critical sector has elaborated a
set of amendments to these proposals.
The alternative trade union project
acknowledges the difficulties of the
present situation, but rejects
everything which contradicts the
interesls of the worLing class. I his
prqect does not renounce the struggle
for social transformations and
attempts to elaborate an analysis, a

program, and the alliances and the
methods capable oI effectively
orienting the struggle to improve the
living conditions of the working class.

In concrete terrns, this means reducing
unemployment, defending and
extending social services, and
abolishing the perverse situation
generated by the labor counter-reform.

The starting premises of the critical
sector's proposals are a refusal to
accept neoliberalism and the ground
rules it seeks to impose, and an
irsistence on the need to struggle for a
more just society. This perspective
reiects the neoliberal project of
construction of the European Union.
lnstead, the critical sector proposes a
referendum after the anticipated
revision of the Union Treaty (in 1996).

A referendum would open a debate
within society (which was blocked
when the Union Treaty was originaly
approved).

The critical sector proposes an
altemative economic poliry oriented to
the growth of employment and the
extension of social protectiory radically
opposed to the tenets of neoliberalism.
It favors an active industrial policy
which would promote emplolrnent as

well as a re-industrialization policy
within which the public sector would
play a key role. It favors a systematic
defense of the public sector. The issue
of the reduction of the working day is
taken up through a proposal for a
reduction of the work week to 35
hours without loss in pay.

The labor counter-reform is not
accepted as an ireversible reality, and
its repeal is maintained as an objective
which must not be abandoned. An
ef{ective mechanism for collective
bargaining is proposed. The proposals
of the critical sector also promote hade
union action at the level of the
enterprise while also redefining the
relations between the committees and
the sections.

MoST IMPoRTANTLY OF ALL,
reconstructing the social networks of
the left as well as rearming them
ideologically is retained as a main
general objective. The potential of the
class struggle as a means of radically
changing society is retained as a key
notion, a notion which the role of the
tmions as negotiating and bargaining
organizations does not disprove In
terms of autonomy, pluralism,
democracy and participation, the
changes in the statutes proposed by
the critical sector would pass any
democratic test. They contradict the
centralizing and bureaucratizing
proposals of the majority, while
seekinS to deepen the model of a

participative and democratic trade
unionism, which until now has been
one of the distinguishing features of
the CC.OO. It relies on a growing
activity and empowerment of the
enterpdse committees, the juntas de

pusod arrd, the union sections and it
favors the developmmt of direct forms
of rank and file participation through
assemblies, consultations and the
elaboration of decisions from below. It
favors the adoption of stable criteria,
which could only be modified by
maiority votg to govem the structure
and election of all leadership bodies,
thus preventing the formation of

Spain *
homogenized exec-utive orgars which
would threaten pluralism. It advances
several measules which would
increase the weight of the principle of
proportional representation in the
election of the Consejo Confederal
(leading council) of the CC.@,

In other wordt the organizational
project of the critical sector implies a
commifinent to the modemization of
the CC.OO. as well as its adaptation to
the existing situation through a

deepening, not abandonment, of its
original characteristics. Such an
unhesitant cornrnitment to trade union
democracy can only be conceived as

part of a wider orientation whose
programmatic objectives correspond
to the immediate and the histodcal
interests of the working class and
which, furthermore, considers both
mobilization and struggle as key
elemenls of hade union action.

lntefldtional Viezopoint goes lo
press before the Sixth Congress of
CC.OO. lt is too early to draw any
conclusiors. Nevertheless, it ls possible
to advance certain considerations in
the light of the pre-congress
discussions.

CC.OO. rs Nor JUsr ANY uNroN.
Compared to hade unions which exist
in other European states it retains
several sharply defined distinctive
features. It was organized and
consolidated during the clandestine
struggle against the dictatorship. It
brought together the most militant and
combative workers. Democracy,
pluralism and a socio-political
conception of hade unionism, are key
features of the organization. kr spite of
the mistakes it has committed since
7977, lor a majority of the workers
CC.OO. is still ,he state-wide mass
organization that could deliver a

mobilizing response to the
government's and the bosses'
offensive while decisively contributing
to the laying of the conditions
necessary for building a radically
different socieg.

It is not easy to hansform such an
organization into just another trade
rurion. So it is not surprising that the
policies followed by the leading
maiority after January 27 have
provoked so much discontent. Many
organs at different levels of CC.OO.
have pronounced themselves against
the line being followed, against the
tripartite document on social peace
("sosiego") or the refusal to pa.rticipate
in the Civic Plafform (NGO initiative
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against unemployrnent). Similarl, it js
not surprising that the critical sector
has been able to open a wide ranging
debate on trade urrion policy and on
the organizational model, or that its
proposals have obtained majority
support in many pre-congress
discussions, particularly in those
assemblies with a large degree of rank
and file participation.

This support will not be fully
reflected in the
number of
delegates at the
Congress. The
numelous
irregularities in
the selection
process will favor
the present
majority. Thus,
for example, there
are many
designated

delegates, but none directly elected by
the rank and file. Many preparatory
assemblies are mere formalities. The
outgoing leader+hip is both judge and
participant in any dispute. In spite of
all this, the strength of the critical
sector at the Congress will be such that
the present majority will not be able to
ignore it. Furthermore, the critical
sector stands behind a solid and
coherent altemative which will have
an impact far beyond the Congress.

Pluralism has always been a
defining element of the CC.OO.
Strong debates on trade union policy
have taken place at all its congresses
and in some, as in the Third CongresE
as many as {our separate lists have
been presented for the Executive
Commission. The result has been the
election of pluralist and inclusive
leaderships, as well as a united -
because democratic - organization.
One of the distinctive features of the
CC.OO. is the notion that given the
plural and diversified nature of the
working dasE pluralism and diversif
are not only not obstacles but are, on
the contrary necessary values in the
defense of the interests of that class.
The same will surely happen at the
Sixth Congress. Sharp as the pre-
congress debate may have beer; there
is no risk of a split As in the pasl the
result of the congress will be a
stronger, more democratic ald more
combative CC.OO. *

OSTLLO .'
)

from holding office an),.where in the
new Bosnia. Hence today's resistance
by Radovan Karadzic and General
Radko Mladic to a plan which, in all
other respects, confirms the success of
the war they have waged these last
four years.

But NATO bombings played only a
secondary role in the modification of
the political and military balance of
forces. One transformation was the
slow construction and rein{orcing of
the Bosnian government's army
(Armija BiH). Superior in numbers
(but weak in heavy artillery, tanks
and aircraft), the Bosnian Army was
also handicapped by geo$aphy - the
territory controlled by the Bosnian
government was only the heart of
Bosnia, surrounded by Serbian and
Croatian forces. But the mai.n
harsforrnation in the military balance
of forces was essentially in favour oI
the Croatian army, which benefited
from US and German aid.

Ior President Franjo Tudjman, this
was dll part of the affirmahon of his
"Greater Croatia". His strategy
combined the creation of an anti-Serb
Croat-Muslim bloc, with a tacit
agreement with Serbian President
Milosevic to divide Bosnia-
Herzegovina into Serbian and
Croatian spheres of influence.

Bosnian I.residenl AIija Izetbegovic
was the most reluctant to sign. He
had been mandated to refuse any
ethnic partition of Bosnia. But
nothing which the Pads agreement
promises for the multi-ethnic Bosnia
has yet been implemented. And the
situation on the ground, recognised
by the agreement, confirms the logic
of separation.

The Sarajevo govemment had neither
the poJitical capacity nor the military
means to resist both Serbo{roat and
US pressures (accompanied by a
significant financial "carrot"). Clinton
has certainly also agreed to aid the
Bosnian Army, so as to achieve a
more stable balance of forces on the
ground, which, he hopes, will allow

,

6y Catfiniru Sanny

Those who support a massive
military intervention by the Westem
powers generally argue that it has
been NATO's 'hard line" against the
Bosnian Serbs which has brought the
war to an end. Reality is different.
The Dayton/Paris agreements are
branded with the realpolitik and
double-discourse of the Western
powers. The new "peace" is fragile
and conhadictory.

The peace plan was negotiated at
Dayton (Ohio) on 21 November 1995
and signed in Paris on 14 December
under intense pressure from the US
govemment. Clinton needed a quick
diplomatic success for d om estic
reasons. As a result, the hurried peace
accord effectivell estab[shes Bosnia
as "one nation, divisible". With no
clear winner in the ground war,
Bosnian, Croatian and Serbian leaders
each hope to implement the dccord in
a different way. Clinton combined
promises with threats to extract the
signatures of the three warring
padies.

Without directly impLicating the US
in the n'ar, in one camp, he exploited
the mfitary-political balance of forces
on the ground in a very q.nical way.
NATO bombhg certainly weakened
the position of Bosnian Serb leader
Radovan Karadzic. But in favour of
Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic,
not in favour of the opponents of
Serbian nationalism. The Paris accord
even recognises Karadzic's Serbian
Republic, allowing it control over
49% of Bosnia-Herzegovina (more or
less the territory it conholled after the
autumn 1995 Croat-Bosnian
offensive).

These accords could only be
implemented once Serbian President
Slobodan Milosevic was able to speak
in the name of all Serbs. When
Bosniar Serb leaders delegated their
power to Milosevic, they did not
know that the accords would indude
a clause preventing "War Criminals"
(as defined by the Hague Tribunal)
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the withdrawl of NATO
hoops in a few months. His
problem is that the
(Republican dominated)
Congress demands that the
US develop an unilateral
aid programme for the
Armija BiH, despite the
opposition of the Russian
and European Union
representatiYes in the
"Contact Group".

HIGH RISK PEACE

The NATO Implemen-
tation Force (IFOR) ls only
supposed to stay for 12
months. But what will the
sihration look like, one year
from now? Clinton's
apparent diplomatic
success caries very high
risks. He might have been
the main author o{ the
peace plan, but he had to accept the
deployment of large numbers of US
ground troops in Bosnia. And he had
to assume the role of leadership in the
NATO intervention. His goal now will
be to get the "boys" out of the Balkans
without too much loss of life, and
before he stands for re.election, if at all
possible. US public opinion will not be
able to support another bloody or
drawn-out interventiory and is Likely
to hrm against Clinton i{ US troops are
still in Bosnia when he stands for re-
election.

This is why Clhton is irsisting on the
massive deploynnent of heavy artillery
(rather than infantry), against the
council of those generals who know
that such weaponry is of limited use
on Bosnia's snow-covered mounlain
roads. It is also the reason behind
IFOR's "tough" image - unlike
UNPROFOR, IFOR say they will
shoot first if they face hostility from
"]ocals".

Despite these obvious risks, the peace
accords and the troop deplo;nnent do
represent a new Iegitimary for NATO,
"the peacemakers", who are taking

the place of the discredited United
Nations Protection Force in Former
Yugoslavia (JNPROFOR).

ONE AND DIVISIBLE

Some on the left expect miracles from
this latest intervention of the great
powers. They should instead
recognise the exorbitant power which
the USA and the other powers have
appropriated on the backs of the local
populations. Because the Dayton
accords don't just concern the
ceasefire and transitional period
leading to a constitutional re-
foundation of Bosnia-Herzegovina
and the retum of ful1 sovereignty to its
peoples. Instead, they impose an
American (quick) timetable for the
establishment of a whole new
constitutional system. Elections are
scheduled for June-October 1996 to
goveming organs defined at Dayton.
There is no role for any kind of
constituent assembly, where the
representatives of all Bosnians could
take the decisions which could enswe
a real peace.

It has already been decided that the
Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina will

be composed of two distinct entities

- a Croat-Muslim Federation (51% of
the territory and the Serbian Republic
in Bosnia. Each of the three armed
forces (Bosnian Serb, Croat HVO, and
Army of Bosnia-Herzegovina) will
come under the control of one of the
members of the collective presidency
(to be made up of one Serb, one Croat
and one Muslim).

Bosnia will have some central
institutions (though these have yet to
be created, unlike the structures
already build up in the tfuee separate
zones). New common organisations
will theoretically be responsible lor
foreign policy, foreign trade, and
monetary policy. But the Serbian and
Croatian zones will have the right to
develop direct relations with the
neighbouring states of Serbia and
Croatia. And the only currency
circuJating in all tlree zones so far is
the German Mark! The first govemor
of the Central Bank of Bosnia-
Herzegovina will soon be appointed

- by the IMF!

Citizens in the Croat-Muslim
Federation and the Serbian Republic
in Bosnia. will vote separately in
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* Bosnia

elections to the Chamber of
Representatives (one third of the 42
seats will be filled from the Serbian
Republic). Legislation can be
overturned by a 2/3 majority of
deputies from either of the constituent
parts. Such guarantees for national
groups, inherited from the Tito era in

former Yugo-
slavia, can offer
important guaran-
tees to minorities
in multi-ethnic
states. But there
are three problems
with the specific
structure
proposed for
Bosnia.

O the territorial separation of Bosnia is
based on supposedly ethnic criteria
ftence ethnic cleansing).

O the main political parties appeal for
votes on an ethnic, rather than a
political platform. This encourages
each community to vote for "its own"
party.

O each citizen is assigned to one or
other of the ethnic groups on the basis
of family origin or father's sumame.
Those who object to their dassification
will have to "prove" that they are who
they say they are.

Such a system squashes all political
choices and "imperfect" identities.
Those who are non Serbs will find it
hard to get representation in the
Serbian Republic. So will those who
don't fit the norms in the Croat
Muslim Federation. Thjs doesn't just
mean all the local minorities. It
includes all those who identify with a

mixed idendty [...]

A DURABLE PEACE

The reactionary aspects of the Paris
accords may provoke a new outbreak
of hostilities, or render the rights
accorded under the accord null and
void. lVhat is the sense of the "right"
to free circulation, or the "right of
retum" of the three million refugees
and displaced persons, in a state
where the great powers are
negotiating (ethdc) "corridors" to link
the various parts of the (ethnically
defined) Serbian and Croat-Muslim
components of Bosnia.

Having said this, the cease-fire, and
the erercise of the righs provided lor
under the accords do also widen the

forum for political struggle. We
should be sensitive to the
development of two types of activity
by those in Bosnia who refuse the
construction of ethnically exclusive
states: developing control "from
below" in the new Bosnia, and
rebuilding an egalitarian and
democratic society.

O Monitoring and criticism of the role
and the effects of the deplol,rnent of
IFOR may develop into denunciation
oI that role, and demands for the
withdrawl of NATO troops. We can
certainly expect conflicts generated
by the contradiction between the
population's desire (and right) to
move freely across the enfue territory,
and IFOR's logic of building
miniature Berlin walls between the
"ethnic entities", Nor should we
neglect the tensions caused by the
presence of 2Q000 relatively wealthy
US soldiers in a society sick and
deformed by a long war.

OAnti-nationalist forces may decide
to agitate for a delay in the elections,
to allow them to campaign better and
in all parts of Bosnia. We should be
ready to help relay this demand. Free
circulation of ideas, as well as people,
is a precondition for the elections.

O Western governments are
exploiting the Paris accords as a

iustification for erpelling their
Bosnian and other ex-Yugoslav
refugees. Elections (of any kind) will
only encourage this cynical policy.
There are no guarantees on the
conditions refugees will face after
repatriation.

O Aid distribution should be
harsparent. We should support those
who's projects are for bringing
communities to8ether, rather than
those private interests who, in
situations like these, invariably come
to an arrangement with those
nationaList forces which are intent on
dividing the counhy.

ACTNOW!

If peace is to last, radical forces
should help in the reconstruction of
an egalitarian, democratic sffiety.

O the independent media should be
allowed to ci.rculate in all parts of
Bosnia these are the publications
which will make it possible for anli-
ndliondlist forces to be heard. Anti-
nationalists include those who, in the
Croat-Muslim Federation, came

together in September to publish the
"Declaration of Principles for
tstablishing a Durable Peace in
Bosnia-Herzegovina". This drrument
sets out the conditions for the creation
of a "non-confessional, multi<ultural
and multiethnic" state, with
"decentralised federal units" rather
than "mono-national" units. It would
be logical to demand a referendum
on these questions. And for
democrats in Bosnia to link up with
anti-nationalists in Croatia and
Serbia, and make sure these values
are presented to the population in the
zones controlled by Serbian and
Croatian nationalists.

The "right to retum" is only oedible
if it is solved at the level of Iormer
Yugoslavia. The process of return
should be supervised by non-
govemmental organisations, which
should make sure that all collective
guarantees are respected. The right of
return is crucial, because the
resettlement or repatriation of
refugees is so closely linked to the
rights of minorities. So far, each
refugee population has served to
"clean" the rninority from the region
where it finds refuge.

The Hague Tribunal should take real
action against all the war criminals.
Free elections and the return of the
refugees can only take place i{ the
terrorist chiefs in Herceg-Bosna
(Croat-controlled) and the Serbian
RepubJic in Bosnia are removed from
positiors of power.

A series of intemational conJerences
of those non-governmental
organisations which share these
objectives should assure control over
the process, and develop initiatives
for further mobilisation. Tuzla has
already hosted such a conference (see

IV 272). Now we should try to
impose such events in Mostar
(Herceg-Bosna) and Banja Luka
(Serbian Republic in Bosnia). *
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Sri l-anka
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THE PEoPLE,S ALLIANCE GoYERN\,IENT1

"liberation" war [against the Tamil
Tigers] is claimed to be a great success.
Unfortunately, Tamils generally
refused to be liberated. They ran away
from the Sinhala "liberation" army as
if it was the Devil's army advancing
on them. Many Tamils have
abandoned the jaffna peninsula
altogether, and come to the Va\,'uniya
distuict. Some half million people have
been rnade into refugees. PA leaders
claim that the Tigers forced these
people to flee. There is some truth in
this. But, in general, people started
leaving when they realised that the
Tigers were incapable of resisting the
attack of a well-equipped traditional
army. The moment Tigers started
retreating, the exodus started.

ASIAN
CALLABDRATORS

Obviously, the Tigers did not want only the lame and the
loyal to be left behind: hence the order for everyone to leave.
Thus we had the ridiculous spectacle of a Sinhala army
"liberating" the virtually empty city of Jaffna from the
exaping Tamil people.

\ryhatever Prime Mirister Chandrika claims, the reality is
that she has occupied the hub of the culhue and identity of
the I^ad<an Tamil pmple scns Tamil people! The pulported
victory over the Tigers is an illusion. But she has so severely
hurt the Tamil that the TULF [Tamil United Liberation
Frontl, the Tamil liberal bourgeois party, has withdrawn its
support for the PA. All upper class Tamil intellectuals, like
the feminist Radika Kumaraswamy, have broken ofl their
romance with the PA with a sigh of grief.

Certainly, this is a defeat for the Tigers. They used to have
illusions about their ability to resist the attack of a
conventional army. They under-estimated the Sinhala
army's potential. We have now seen how, with enough
resoluces, it can become a ferocious military machine. The
Tigers also over-estimated the support and q,rnpathy they
can rnobilise within the imperlalist cor.rntries. h recent years
they have repeatedly claimed that they only represent a
national liberation force, and that their heroes are of the
Napoleon type. They dearly tried to avoid being classfied
as Marxists. And they expected Westem protection for their
"genuine" national liberation struggle.

Actually, Chandrika's reform "package", her noises about
devolution, and her unwavering support for the IMF
"development proiect" for Sri Lanka enabled her to mobilise
military aid from imperialism. Besides, imperialism today is

not interested in liberating oppressed nations. All capitalist
leaders in the Third World have agreed to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO). Special economic zones are appearing
to facilitate this new intemational division of labour. And,
on top of all this, the Tamils are now accused of helping
intemational troublemakers. It appears that they are now
hunted throughout the world.

IN THIS ACIUAL SCENARIo, THE TAMLS HAD To RE.IREAT, AND
the Tamil people were evicted from their famed city.
Chandrika agreed that this called for celebrations. The
pmplg burdened by rising prices and vexed by the sell-out
to capitalism, did not respond enthusiastically to this call of
the racists. But state-sponsored celebrations went ahead, at
great expense.

This went far beyond a general chauvinist act. Supporters of
Deputy Defence Minister, Colonel Anurudha Ratwatta,
hope to promote him as an alternative pdme miister to
replace the ailing Sirimao Bandaranaike, Chandrika's
mother. They dug deep in his genealogy to establish a

connection to the historic Sinhala war hero Leuke Bandara
Deiyo. It is now claimed that the would-be descendent "did
the job", while the commanders of the war drive, Generat
Gerry de Silva and Rohan Daluwatte, are treated as the
errand boys Irom the South. All this is not only chauvinist,
but vulgar and pretentious. After hurting so many people in
this manner, Chandrika and her adjutant started clumsy
talk about devolution and her famous "package". This

The aLtor is a ieader ol lhe NSSP (Nava Sama Samaja Parly - New Socialist Party), the
Srl Lanlan seciion of lhe Foudh lnlemalional.
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could only appear to the Tamil nation like an olfer of true
love from a rapist to his victim.

This tal military victory has multiplied many
ems. The war continues, as a protracted guerrilla

activity. Half a million Tamils have become refugees.
Almost all Tamils are alienated. Chauvinist militaristic
forces have gained shength. Last but not least, the burden
on the masses has increased many fold.

The rise of the right wing inside the
Cabinet is shown in the rise of the
Minister of Industry, C.V.
Cunaratne at the expense of the
"liberal" Peiris, presently Minister
of Constitutional Affairs and
Deputy-Minister of Finance. "CV"
is openly supported by a

substantial section of the right wing
UNP [United National Party]
opposition. This has put UNP

leader Ranil Wickramasinghe in crisis. In fact, the rise of
right-wing forces within the PA means that the objective
need for a Ranit-type IJNP has ceased. The UNP will not
vanish, but for the moment it is dearly in the margrns.

THE oPPoRTUNTST LEFT IN TTIE PA IS FEELING THE KICKS oN
their backs. They compromised too much on the issue of
war, and are now totally incapable of challenging the
occupation of Jaffna and the eviction of the Tamil people.
However, on the issue of privatisation, there is no way they
can back down. All workers' parties in the PA, including
Thondaman's CWC ICeylon Workers' Congress, the
dominant force among Tamil plantation workers in Sinhala
majority areasl, have challenged Chandrika's privahsation
plans. In facl a common campaign has been launched by a
joint commiftee of all sectors under threat.

In particular, the Tami.l plantation workers of the Maskeliya
areas came out on strike against their private sector
marugers. They demanded 25 days work per month, jobs
for their children on the plantations, and a gratuity at
retirement. Perfectly reasonable demands. Though
plantation management companies' representative Sepala
Illangakoon claims that these are "impossible" demands.

The "old" bonded labour is on the march, for their destiny
and their children. These workers will not relinquish their
right to this land without adequate compensation. \{hen the
plantations were nationalised, the State undertook to
safeguard their right to land and work. The State cannot
change this agreement udlaterally. War and racism have
temporarily dampened the agitation against privatisation
and other dictates of the IMF. But it will certainly gain
momentum in the coming period. When that happens,
opportunist left leaders may get dragged out, at least for a

period. At the moment, while the opporhmist left leaders
are howling within the PA, Chandrika is using public
money to advertise the sell-off of public property.

With the rise of militaristic forces, workers also faced new
repression and attacks. In many work-places employers
used police, and sometimes paid thugs, to drive away
protesting workers. Police visited the houses of agitating or
striking workers in the middle of the night, to threaten
them. Many female workers were threatened in this
marner, after employers complained to the police. Police
often came in the middle of the night to take workers into

custody, threatening everyone in the household. Peaceftrl
marches were dispersed.

IN THE PARLTAMENT, IVP [PEopLE's LTBERATToN FRoN.r] MPs
consistently spoke and voted against the war, though their
party took a dubious position in relation to the devolution
of powers to the provinces. At first, they condemned
devolution for dividing the county into eight parts (though
theoretically they stood for Tamil autonomy). But as the
NSSP persisted in raising the question of autonomy and
referendum, JVP leaders hastily reheated, and raised the
slogan of equatty. We had several debates with J\? leader
Wimal Weerawanse, who defended their position by
claiming that "sociaLism will resolve the national conflict".
But the question remained: if a hypothetical JVP
govemment Branted autonomy, which area would come
under this home rule?

But there has nevertheless been a very important
development at their rank and file level. A significant
section of JVP membership came over totally to our
position. Some took almost an ultra-left position, of
uncritical suppod to the LTTE. The joumal Hiru is the
indirect voice of this tendency, which is supported by
several student leaders from Colombo, Japura, Kelaniya
and Peradeniya. In addition, there is dissatisfaction on the
way the [? leadership handled the studmt struggle dudng
the war period. Only lukewarm support was given to the
struggle against war and privatisation. Many ]W members
feel that their party has made concessions towards Janatha
Mithuro [Friends of the People], the Sinhala Buddhist
fundamentalists. Will the fVP break from the racists and
come to a revolutionary alliance with the proletarian
organisations? This will depend on a number of factors,
above all on the strength of the independent workers'
movement.

ON 13 DECEMBER 1995, THE NSSP PARTICIPATED IN A

common campaign to mark Human Rights Day (which fell
on 10 December). After a long hesitation, the opportunist
left h the PA agreed to a common picket in defence of
human rights. But we were unable to agree on a common
document. The NSSP insisted that it was essential to
condemn the govemment for its attack on Tamil people,
and to demand the withdrawal of the army to allow the
sel{-govemment of the Tamils. The opporhrnist left in the
PA rejected our requests.

Nevertheless, the picket was a success. We marched to
Hyde Park, Colombo, where we held our meeting. The
opportunists did not participate officially, but over half their
people came with us, which exposes the weakness of their
Ieadership. Despite all the setbacks, 13 December was a new
beginning for the left alternative. We can expect the
movement to grow, both on the political side and on the
mass action front.

Can the govemment take a sharp h]rn towards reforms? Or
contain inflation? With the growth of the right wing irside
the PA, and the shengthening of the racist militaristic forces,
such a scenario is very unlikely. The revolutionary left
remains optimistic, though the mood is still against us. *

noles

1. The PA is the "popular ironl' lype ol coalition lhal came to power in Colombo, in the

summerol I SS4. See lhis autholsarticle in Lnlemalional Viewpoinl ,264, March 1995
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Vietnam

\eatMirfuf@ine speafu to emigri artioisttuan

O Do you still fimn faniE in xietnan?

Two brothers, who symbolise the evolution of the
Corununist Party cadres, north and south. My brother in
Hanoi has important position in the civil sewice. He is part
of the Nomenklatura, and enjoys a number of their
privilege. He's pure Stalinist, and refuses any quetioning
of the role of the Communist Party.

My brother in Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) is retired now. A
Communist Party militant for many years, he made his
way north to Hanoi after the C,eneva Accords of 1954. In
1.968 he was due to move back down south, tro participate
in the TCt offensive. But new orders came, when his bag
was already packed. The security rrvices had realised that
he had a relative abroad employed by a large capitalist
firm. So he was no longer "sure" enough. He only
rcturned to the south in 1975, with the northem troops.

He is an idealist. Unlike most of his former companions, he
still doesn't own his own house. He is starting to realise a
lot of things now. When I started visiting him again a few
years ago, he still had Ho Chi Minht porhait, and his own
medals displayed on the altar to the family ancestors. This
year, they were gone.

O 'tVfrat is tfia econonic situation?

Michel Chossudovsky was right to argue (in the February
1995 tssue of lnternational Vieuryoint) that neo-liberalism is
now official Communist Party doctrine.". And it is
certainly true that the state economy is beinB desnoyed,
and the industrial base of Vietnam sold off to foreign
capital. Gross Domestic Product (GDP, the total value of
goods and services produced) is only increasing due to
increased export sales. The education and health system
are collapsing.

But however seriously you shrdy the secondary (English
language) texts, you can't fully grasp a country like
Vietnam, where everything changes so quickly. I disagree
with Chossudovsky's comments on the "impoverishment"
of the Vietnamese people. For sue, pmple have started
living a little better since 190. And this certainly has an
effect on their behaviour. For example, r.rntil recendy, all
everyone thought about was how to eam money, how to
get by. Everyone dreamt of getting a job in a foreign
company, where the salary was not just higher, but was at
least paid regularly. Now, some people are more hesitant.
A new feeling of dignity, of national pride is emerging.

k6ena, ?ro
o

o

People don't want the country to be auctioned off to
foreign (mainly japanese) capitalists. Obviously, this is
only the case of a small minority, but it is significant
nevertheless.

O "lvfrat aSout fiw spuh and rtt{ru prus?

In Ho Chi Minh{ity you can speak freely. It's different in
Hanoi. There is a constant debate in the "pavement
restaurants" - what people now call "pavement radio". No
sub)ect is spared when people gather round a cup of coffee
or a bowl of pho soup "Minister D6 Muoi is an honest
rnn, but you can't say the same about those dose to him",
"I can't tell you anything about [Deputy Prime Minister]
Phan Van l1rai, but his son in Hanoi is responsible for a

hotel project financed by foreign capital... "

The newspapers are read avidly, above all Saigon Giai
Phong, TuAi Tz (Young Age), and Thanh Nirn (Youth). A
"supervised free press". You still can't create a new
newspaper, but the efsting publications can be more
critical. In Ho Chi Minh{ity, Thanh Nien and. Tu6i Tre
compete for. They investigate financial randals, pollutiory
the degradation of the hospita.ls and educatiorL and so on.
But they present this informatiorq more than denounce
anltody. All under the vigilant rcgard of Special Section
A25 of the Secudty Service, which is responsible for all
literary activity.

You can now criticise Stalirdsm, iI you are careful. But
Stalin himself is untouchable. To say nothing of Ho Chi
Minh.

lD k tfu suuity seroice sti[ 0s inportaflt ?

Yes, but technical progress means they can no longer
conhol everything. Until i91, all intemational telephone
lines were supervised by operators, through a manual
telephone exchange. There were no fax machines. Now
there are hundreds of fax machines, and automatic
telephone exchanges, installed by Alcatel and some
Australian companies. The network of personal compuies

Tuan lelt Vie[ram tor France in the lale 1950s. He was ac'live in tE
anti-war movement, later joining ttle edilorial board oI Chronnudd
vfu,,namhnnc€ (the magazine of Viehamese supponers of the
Fourth lntemational). He first retumed to Vietnam in '1990. He has

since visited tle courw at least once every year. He was inieNiewed

on 1 5 @ober 1 995 by Jean-Mi$el Kivine
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has developed considerably over the last year. Some people
are already connected to the intemel.

A savage private education industry is expanding in three
areas: computers, business management, and foreign
languages (mainJy English).

Most of the young people in Ho Chi Minh{ity want to eam
more money/ and enjoy life. The "heroic struggle for
independence of the Vietnamese people" is already ancient
history.

lD Lmiqri uriter Nhunn Aausbnl?fian reunt[u
rote tfr tfu pruripk"cnnfum .4 tfu otdgu$fof

thz Pdrt! $ marntafitn! tts absolute pouer.

True, the Nomenklatura wants to keep power at any price,
while it assures the capitalist transformation of the
economy, like in China. The leadership of the Vietnamese
Communist Party took a sharp hrm towards neoliberalism
in 1987, under the inJluence of "perestroika" in the Soviet
Union. But trying to respect a "Vietnamese style".
Everything was controlled by the Commrmist Party. But the
leaders were divided. Half became "consewatives", which
led the "Iiberals" to send their children off to Harvard and
Oxford to leam "managemenf'. And since 792-7993, lt b
"Harvard arrivals" who run the economy.

At the top, close attention is being paid to developments in
China and the former "real socialisf' bloc. The Institute of
Social ftiences in Hanoi has hanslated a number of Chinese
works on the "socialist market economy", for the strictly
intemal use of the Party. I was able to corsult them, but not
take them away with me. They would have been
confirated by the customs authorities.

There is no hdustrial "hard core". The domestically-owned
private sector is producing new riches, but only in what the
economists call "value added". The onlv real industries of
hansformation are geared towards exp'ort, particularly in
the textile fields (clothing, footwear) GDP might be
growing, but, since this includes export eamings (oil, raw
materials, tea, coffee, rice, rubber) and service earnings
(tourjsm, hotels and cateriag), growth in GDP does not at all
prove that there is an economic "take-off" which is
benefiting the population.

A Iaw on foreign investment was passed in 198| to allow
the easy repatriation of profits and capital. Texs regulating
Vietnamese investors have only recently appead.

O uhnt aiout oo{itiml reorusion? !{au oeno[z
fuard a6out tfu 'anut oI tbailg rt[inrt Cfiihnl

Only some intellectuals have heard about Hoang Minh
Chinh [see lnternatiotul Viar,point nuirrber 270). The press
has practically ignored his case. The man in the steet knows
nothing about it. But the minority who follow the aJfair are
convinced that it is a set-up iob: The Communist Party

leadership is gunning for the opposition, in preparation for
the June 1996 eighth Party Congress. As we can see, the
introduction of the market does not al all imply the
introduction of demcrrary.

O CouIl tfure 6e afl e ?fosiafl of social fisconunt?

The s<xial situation has been deteriorating for several years.
Over the last two years, Ho Chi Minh-City has seen a
number of spontaneous strikes. These are provoked by
working conditions which hark back to the colonial period.
Foreign (especialty South Korean) firms squeeze their
workers as much as they can, paying $2G25 a monttr, for a
working day in excess of eight hours. (The official minimum
monthly wage is $35 in joint venture companies, and $15-20
in state enterprises. Women workers in the new pdvate
companies are often beaten by their "superiors". And the
official trade unions do nothing. . .

The government recently decided to "make our towru more
attractive" by "freeing" the alleys and pavements of
itinerant and unregistered traders. Of course, something
had to be done to improve secudty in some dishicts, but
this was done in a brutal way, insensitively. And it
provoked many of those who make their living from a
pavement "shop," or any enterprise which spills out onto
the pavement. The banning of rilshaws (bicydetaxis) hom
a number of main roads had a similar effect..

Nhung Agustoni-Phan is right to be concemed about the
possibility of a srial explosion. But when? The Communist
Party knows there is a risk. They are trying to diJfuse the
sih:ation by ensuring a modest rise in the standard of living.
tD Dou anyont srilt ilznnfu u;itfr anti-imperialism,
zuith social6m?

There are semi-socialist groups among Vietnamese
emmigrants, particularly in Germany and the former
Czecho-Slovakia. But in Vietnam itself, there are only
isolated individuals. The anti-imperialism of the national
liberation struggle is dead and buried. And the govemment
constantly presents the USA as an economic partner which
we cannot do without.

Having said this, some voung people are again interested in
a more spiritual, non-violent and moral altemative, inspired
by a mixture of Confucianism and Buddhism.

lD Eut tfure is more interut in our reunt 'l4tt-
nafi$e e[itiot6 o{tro*ku's worfu? tfian our
Russitn or Po[isfi elitiotir .

True. There is a real Trotskyist tradition in Vietnam,
particularly in the south. Nationalists there worked with the
Trotskyists (so did the Communists, for a while). There is a
certain respect. No-one in the south believed the lies that
were heaped on our current. Our doctrments circulate quite
well, especially among the htellechlals. *

28 January'1995
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l.Nhung Agusloni'Phan, VietNan, noweau dragon ou vieux WG de papie/? lolkane.
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?mdrdtie6oa4/
Tb Ao Maohi (Thhiti)

tafiiti, tfu fnst paralise of tfit. trarte[guilu,is ako france's nuc[tm tut centre. Laurent Durose

eKyosu tfii co[onial regime in 'frerucfr?o[ynui.a"

THE FIRST NUCLEAI TEST LED To NEARLY Two DAYS oF RJoTING,

of a violence rarely seen in Po\.nesia.l The airport was set on
fire, halting all air haffic. The centre of the capital, Papeete,
experienced widespread damage. Several dozen people
were wounded, after conlrontations between supporters of
the independence movement and the "forces of order". One
Tahitian had his hand severed by a tear gas grenade. The
next day, emergency trials began. Numerous pro-
independence activists, trades unionists and unemployed,
were intemed, one hade union was declared illegal. What's
wrong in "paradise"?

The "Overseas Territory"z o1 p."n* Oorl,nesia is made up of
130 islands - 3,600 kmz of dry land spread over an area the
size of Europe (4 m. kmz) in the south Pacific, 17,000
kilomehes from Paris. The islands are divided into several
archipelagos: the Society Islands (including Tahiti and
Moorea), Cambier, the Australs, the Marquesas, and
Tuamotu (including Mururoa). Iahiti i> the biggest island
(1,042 km2), eight times smaUer than the French de\nrlemot
of Corsica).

People from south east Asia settled in Polynesia in
successive waves of migratiory starting in the 4th century. In
1521 the explorer Magellan landed in Tuamotu. In 1767,
Captain El1is took possession of Tahiti in the name of king
Ceorge Itr. The explorers Bougainville and Cook also visited
the archipelago. But the Europeans only irstalled themselves
definitively at the md of the 18th century, with the arrival of
the London Missionary Society, which repressed local
priests and destroyed temples in its drive to replace local
religious beliefs by Protestant Chistianity. ln the process
they imposed certain European rules of behaviour and
certain "values": work, money, morality, repentance,
modesty.

CATHoLIC MISSIoNARIES FRoM FRANCE LANDED oN THE

Marquesas in 1834, to try and supplant the British
Protestants. Behind this religious battle 3 was a struggle for
influence in this part of the world behareen France and the
British empire. In 1838 the pastor Pritchard encouraged
Queen Pomare IV to demand English protection. But in 1 842
the French admiral Dupetit Thouars put pressure on her to
sign an agreement with France. One year later the first
goyernor, Armand Bruat, arrived. Expecting a British
reaction, Queen Pomare wrote a letter asking the people to
remain patient until the arrival of British ships. Her letter
provoked the opposite reaction to that intended, and the
winds of revolt began to swell. The combat was unequal,
with villages being bombarded from ships, and some
thousands of inhabitants being deported to Kanaky (New
Caledonia). The British never came. The resistance laid

down its arms in 1847. The Maohi pmple were decimated,
not only by weapons, but also by European diseases lil<e
inJluenza and smallpox. The population of the Marquesa
islands fell from over 20,000 inhabitants at the arrival of the
westemers to 2,000 in 1916.

In 1901 the territory was established as the French
Setdements of Oceania (EFO). Polynesian volunteers fought
(and died) in Europe uring the first and second world wars.
One survivor of the Pacific battalion, Pouvanaa, became the
first autonomist leader, winning the legislative elections of
1949. He was very popular because of his past record, but
also because he rnade constant reference to the Bible. There
was an ambiguity in his "tiamaraa" programme; was he
demanding autonomy or independence? In the Maohi
language, the word means both.

ln 1950 he set up the Democratic Rally of the Tahitian
Peoples (RPDT) which obtained 18 of the 25 seats in the
Territorial Assembly. In 1957 the EFO took the name of
French Polynesia. One year later General De Gaulle
organised a referendum on the fufure association of France's
Pacific colonies with the "mCre patrie". Pouvanaa
campaigned for a no vote, but state radio was forbidden to
him and official maritime tra$port shangely disrupted. The
Gaullist regime was determined to install the Pacific Test
Cenhe (CEP) in Polynesia.

Pouvanaa was framed - he supposedly wanted to bum
down Papeete - and imprisoned h France.4 In 1961 the
airport at Faa'a was built, allowing France to import the
necessary material for the CEP. One year ]ater, the ,oumalist
jaques Cervais, was expelled from Tahiti for having revealed
rumours of the imminent installation of a nuclear site at
Gambier.5 We will see later the influence that the
implementation of the CEP (the first bomb was exploded in
1966) had on the social and economic structure of the region.

Te Ao Maohi today has 212,000 inhabitants, more than two
thirds of them l.iving on Tahiti; the urban zone of Papeete
alone has a population of more than 100,000. According to
the 1988 census, 50% of the population are under 20. The
ethnic breakdown is as follows; 83.8% Polynesian and
assimilated, 11.4% Europeans (98% of them French), 4.3%
Asian (largely Chinesd) and 05% others. Of the Poll.nesians
and assimilated, 66% are Maohi and 17% mixed race or
"demis". This notion of "demis" is complex - for some
anybody of mixed ethnic ancestry b a demi, fot others, like
Michel Panoffz "... in this population of mixed race,
everyone is always somebody's dtmi and somebody else's
native at the same time! It is moreover this decidedly relative
character which showt if there was a need, that the line of
divide between the two is a social and not a biological one".
Unlike in Kanaky, there are no "French colonists"
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even the French minimim
revenue (RMI).S Nearly 40,000
people live in poverty, and the
island of Tahiti has an
unprecedented housing crisis.
Educational problems amplif,
this phenomenon. Only 0.4% of
Poly,nesians go to university,
comPared to 2% of dmis,7"k ol
Asiatics and 21% of Europears.
The imported educational
system takes little account of
the local culture; Maohi Reo
only became an official
language in 1980. For many
years children were forbidden
from speaking it at school, even
during playtime, under threat
of severe punishment!

The social consequences are
nurnerolrs. Papeete's Nu'utania
prison, has become a rite of
passage for the young
unemployed. There is both
alcoholism, with the emphasis
on the consumption of the local
beer, and the growing and
trade of "pakalolo", the local
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domirnting power. Virtually all the economy is controlled
by the demk to the benefit of French imperialism. Though
some elemenb of the dzzl bougeoisie have challenged this
tutelage, since the profiB they draw from it are falling.

The installation of the CEP has considerably transformed
the economic status of Fenua. From 1962 to 1965 the
number of Europeans doubled, whjle the need for workers
led France to send boats to the islands to recruit. Rapidl,
the administration became the premier enterprise of the
territory. The demand for consumer goods progressed at
dizzying speed at the same time as exports fell; the
phosphate mine of Makatea dosed in 1966, while there was
a fall in agricultural production (copra, vanilla, coffee)
because of the massive migration of Maohis to Tahiti. The
trade balance went significandy into deficit which led to a
total dependence oI the economy on the exiemal world.

Despite the reduction of the activities of the CEP starting
from L975, the rural exodus continues. The plans for
recovery by the state and some efforts at industrialisation,
notably in tourism, cannot absorb this population influx,
which is reflected in the slnntytowns which have grown up
in Papeete and Faa'a. A minority has rapidly enriched itself,
by speculation and corruption. On the other side, a
majority, cut off from ib culture and its haditional family
structures, vacillates between temporary unskilled work
and unemplolrnent, without successfully integrating into
westem values, The Gross Domestic Product is now one of
the highest in the Pacific, but the richest 10% has an income
15 times higher than the poorest 10%. The changes of stah:s
of the tenitory in 197 and 1984 only slightly modified this
situation, social tensions continued to sharpen and in
October 1987 violmt riots broke out during a strike of dock
workers in the port of Papeete.

Today, unemplol,rnent is ruming at between 15 and 20% of
the active population (7000 unemployed in 1988, mairLly
women and youth). There is no rmemployrnent benefif not

nrratmtc.. Bapanui'

cannabis. One youth in three uses the drug

WotrlEN rlcr A NUMBER oF pRoBLEMs. Access to
conhaception is compli.cated. Polynesian women today do
not want more than 5 children, not 10 or 12 like their
mothers. But the health education service is under-
resourced, and only 567o of sexually active women use
contraception. Finally the French law on abortione has not
been extended to this oyerseas territory. The second
problem which affects women is the growth of alcohol
consumption among men. It has gone from 4 iihes of pure
alcohollo per year per inhabitant in 1958, to 10 lihes today.
The immediate effects are the growth in the number of
rapes, of battered women, and increasing female
alcoholism. A third scourge, prostitutiorL has developed
with the massive influx of military servicemen, and also
with the development of tourism.

ln the area of social protectiorL the situation is hardly any
more encouraging. There is a more or less private fund, the
CPS1l, reserved for waged workers. Tax policy was until
very recently based uniquely on indirect taxes, thus shongly
weighted against those on low incomes. In 1992, the
territorial governrnent negotiated a "pact for progress" with
the French state. But, as local activist Gabriel Tetiarahi
explains, this pact "was very quickly translated into a
framework accord which ceded several areas of economic
activity, drinkable water, electricity, household garbage,
and tourism to the mu.ltinationals... the 'Pors Flosse' law
offered those close to the French right the possibfities to
create ioint ventures and enjoy subsidies and tax sweeteners
if they invested in France's 'Overseas territories'... The big
hotels privatised the coastal areas and built without thought
for environmental impact..." Polynesia was obliged to
stump up extra cash, hence the creation of the CST
(territorial social contribution), the first direct ta& supposed
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to respond to the need of the most needy, by demanding a
contribudon from all incomes. In reality, the big eamers, the
bosses, and the rich pearl farmers escaped completely

In this complex situation, social struggles multiplied. After
the riots of 1987, significant movements emerged in sectors
like the hotels and commerce. General strikes were declared
against the freeze on wages in 1993, and against the
installation of the CST in 1994. At the begirming of the this
year, barricades went up in Papeete, and some violent
conJlicts with the forces of order took place following some
sackings at an enterprise in the capital.

The last statute of intemal autonomy'dates from 1984. A
high commissioner represents the French state. A treritorial
government is elected inside the territorial assembly
(composed of 41 members elected by uniyersal direct
suffrage); there is also a economic and social council. The
local authorities are competent in a few areas only: health,
education, public works, the French state taking care of the
rest. The "Ove6eas Territory" is represented in the French
parliament by two deputies and a senator.

The party in power today is Tahoeraa Huiraatiral2. This
organisation is in fact the local section of France's ruling
(conservative) RPR. Its principal leader is Gaston Flosse, who
is also a deputy and president of the teritory. A former
schoolteacher, his political uajectory has been above all one
of cormption and inhigues of every kind. He has already
been investigated more than 15 times and is nicknamed'Ivft.
10%" in Fenua. But he can count on one faithful friend -today president of the French republic. Jacques Chirac has
called Flosse his "brothel"la. Tahoeraa can affirm its power
thanks to the local media. The two dailies belong to the
Hersant group, and the only television is RFO, which the
Maolw call "Radio Flosse Ooerseas" .

There are a number of smaller bourgeois partie, which serve
in general as active supports for local notables like
Vemaudon and [eontieff, whose political careers are based
essentially on opporhrnism and comrption.

If the right is very much present, the left in the French sense
is very weak. The Communist Party does not exist. The small
Tireo Party is close to the French Socialist Party. Its principal
leader, Jean Marius Rapootg characterises himself as a "left
srrial demrrrat"-

The "autonomist" movement gradually lost credibility after
the arrest of Pouvanaa in 1958. It onlv demanded
independence in order to put pressuJe on Fraice. Moreover,
its electoral calls in French elections were dictated solely by
tactical interests.

New, pro-independence organisations, began to emerge in
the 1970s. Some, Iike Te Toto Tupuna and Te Taata Tahiti
Tiama, were very radical. Several of their leaders were
imprisoned at the end of the 1970s following a bomb attack
on the central post office at Papeete, and the assassination of
a marine oIficer. Both achon were claimed bv the Te Toto
Tupuna, but Charlie Chingrs ftead of the T6 Taata Tahiti
Tiama) was also imprisoned as one of the plotters! In 1975,
the Ia Mana te nunaa organisation arrived on the political
scene, with two very new orientations. It was a secu.lar party
(its meetings did not begin with prayers) and it described
ilself as socialist and in favour of self-management. It aimed
to introduce the concept of class struggle into Polyresia. But
it rapidly commifted many errors. In 1981, it called for a vote
for Mitterand, who continued the nudear tests!

Tb Ao Maohi (Thhiti) *
In '1.982,Ia Mana won 9% of the vote, and sent three
deputies to the territorial assembly. But in 1987, after the
eviction of Flosse, they made an alliance with Alexandre
Leontieff (a dissident RPR deputy). Their leader, Jacques
Drollet, became minister of health and Ia Mana ended up
dlscrediting itself. At the 1991 elections it only got 2% of the
votes and lost its deputies.

Today trvo pro-independence parties are particularly active.
The Pomare party is a somewhat "traditionalist" and
"conservative" organisation, led by Joinville Pomare,
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* Te Ao Maori (Tahiti)

descendant of the Pomare kings. It defends the Maohi
haditiory and fights for the retum of all the lands of Fenua
to the Maohis. It caries out land occupations and pursues
legal actions at the intemational lei'el basing its arguments
on the victories of the Maoris, who recently regained some
thousands of hectares from the big New Zealand
companies.

The principal pro-independence organisation is Tavini
Huiraatira - the Front for the Liberation of Polynesia,
founded in 192 by Oscar Temaru. h 1983 Temaru became
mayor of Faa'a, the most populous commune of the
territory basing himself on defence of the exduded. He was
re-elected in 1989 and 1995 (this time with 70% of the vote).
Tavini has had four deputies in the terdtodal assembly
since 1991. Independence is the base of the party
programme, though religion is also accorded a significart
place. The symbol of Tavini is a cross carq,ing the words
"God is my master". lts proBramme envisages
nationalisation and the extension of free basic services. The
party's areas of struggle are the mobilisations against the
tests, and also the installation of the big hotels which they
fight through the occupation of lands.

Tavini also demands that the IIN put Te Ao Maoho back on
the list of countdes to be decolonised. There is a debate
inside the party, with some wishing to define who is
Polynesian and who is not, while others, like Patrick
l,eboucher, argue that all those who love Polyresia should
be accepted as Polynesians. Oscar Temaru is a popular
man, on account of his charisma and simplicity. But his
methods are sometimes authoritarian, as shown in a recent
demonstration in Tahiti. He decided unilaterally to set up
barricades, without hlorrning the other organisations of the
peace flotilla17.

Turning to the trade union movement, there are a

multitude of organisations. The biggest federation of the
territory is the USATP/FOIs, led by Pierre Frebault. This
fought agairst a wage freeze agreement in 1993 (employers
had promised a freeze on layoffs in return) but on the
contrary has also supported the CST, a direct tax which hits
wage eamers above all. Two federations are close to the
pro-independence movement. First there is A Tia I Mua
(more or less close to France's CFDT federationle), which,
following the recent rioting, has been declared illegal and is
leaders arrested, including its general secretary Hiro
Tefaarere. In 1991, A Tia I Mua led an important battle
against the tax measures of the Flosse government by
blockading Papeete. But in 1993 it supported the agreement
on "employment" involving a wages freeze, while
Tefaarere, because of his status as a civil servant, received a

5% increase! A former policeman (RG)20, Tefaarere is
capable of leading "muscular" actions, li1<e breaking the
social movements. In 1992, he inten ened to end a stdke
that A Tia I Mua had called ir the civil service and expelled
six trade union leaders! Some of them then joined the
ConJederation of Independent Trade Unions of Pollnesia
(CSP), one of whose leaders, Roland Oldham, participated
in the antinuclear demonstration in Paris in July of this year.
This organisation wishes to work a liitle in the manner of
the Kanak organisation USTKE21. The CSIP is antinuclear
and for the right of self-determination of the Maohi people.
It has fought against both the wage freeze ir 1993 and the
CST in 1994, It is very much present in the hotels and in
Tahiti's two Continent supermarkets. Since the begrming of
the year, its militants have been very active; in the struggle

against dismissals at the Tahiti Brewery ir.r February (some
confrontations took place with the mobile guards following
the erection of barricades at the entry to Papeete),
mobilisations agairst the resumption of nuclear tests and so
on. The CSIP was also present during the conlrontation
with the gendarmes at Faa'a airpofi.

The federation has an original approach to the associative
movement, participat .rg in the Unity of National Liaison
(LNL), which regroups about 50 Maohi Non-Govemmental
Organisations. Founded in 1992, by seven organisations, the
UNL is very wide. It brhgs together associations for the
defence of the envfuonment, human rights, a trade union
federation, and so on. Actions focus on cultual identity,
right to self-determination, development micro-projects,
protection of the natural arrd social environment. Since 1994,

Hiti Tau has had several commissions; on womery durable
development, culture and other issues. This network
participates in the Pacific Island Association of Non-
Govemmental Organisations (P[ANGO). It is in the ranks of
Hiti Tau that thinking on the fuhlle of Fenua Maohi is the
most advanced, and it is here also that progressive ideas are

most present in Pollrresia. 2 *

'L Te Fenua l\,{aohi or Te Ao i,4aohl n lhe v€rnacular larguage. The nanre of lhe p€op e ol

lhis region is Maohland nol Maori(]he inhabitanls ofNewZealand). The corecl name ol lhe

atoll occup ed by lhe CEP (Pacilic Centre for Experimenlation) is Moruoa, lrom moru, a net

to llap lish, and rca which means big.

2. The remaining Frcnch colon es a.e classried as erlher'bverseas depanmenls' (DOM) like

La R6union, French Guyana and Guadeloupe, whlch arc legally pad oi France or "ovelseas

lenilories' (TOM) including Polynesia and Kanaky (NewCaedonia)

3. Relqion has always had a conside€ble lmponance in lfis area. 50% ol lhe populalion are

Prcleslant ( the church is anunucieao , 34% Catmlic Pollical meelings olten beg n wilh

4. Bameiles prson in Marseilles.

5. For lhe besl accounl of how he French slate imposed 1s nuclear presence in Polynesia,

see Moturca, nolrc bombe coioniaie , by Bengt and l\,larie-Thelese Danie sson,
L'Hannalian.l9g3

6 Nalual sed n tre I g70s (ior elecloral reasons ) lhey accounl lor gff/" ol lrade.

7. Irnfti flelirse Denoel,1989.

8. Bevenu M nimum d'lirselron
9. Bdh controlrs a controvelsia subject in Poynesia Men are more doubtiultian women.

Their fear ihal lhe I'/aohis wi I become a minority in thelr own coLinlry.

l0.Alitleof alcoholislheequvalenlol25ltresof beer.

11. CPS|Caisse de Proteclion Sociale.

12 Tahoeraa has 18 seals oul oi 4l n lhe territora assembly, bui enjoys an absolute

maiorib/ ihrough an alianc€.

l3/ His first spel as deputy was lhanks 1o Poniaiowski. lhen mlnisler ol lhe inlellor, who
allowed him to creale a gerrymande@d conslituency.

14l Flosse was lhen secrerary ol stale ior lhe DoM-ToMs ln the 1986 1988 chirac
govemmenl, where he contributed signilimnlly to lhe repression in Kanalry.

1 5. Thrs cunent on y dernands a itlle mor€ autonomy n rclalion to France.

1 6. See nole 5.

17. The Polynesian colleclive againsl the lesls brngs logethet pro_lndependence forces,

trades unionists, associalions and so on.

1 L Alf llated lo Force Ouv ere, one of he princlpal French tracbs unions.

1 9. Democratic French Conlederation of Workels, another French lrade union lederalion.

20. FGt Benseignem€nls Generaux , a branch of ihe national polic€. Telaarere has been

r€liev€d o, his lunclions iollowing lhe recenl events in Pap€ele.

2l . USTKE| ljnion ol lhe Trade Unions ol the Kanak Workels and the Exploited, lhe princlpal

(pro-lnde pe ndence) trade-unio n lederatron ln Kanalq.

22. Hili Tau/UNL aclivisls' ib€rtes are conslanty violated; in 1 993 a leacher, Jaclry Bryanl,

who inlended lo challenge incumbent Gabriel Teliarahi ior the post ol mayor ol Bora_Bora,

was subjecled lo adminislralve harassment for having debaled the nucle tesls on the

Franco-Geman TV slat on ,qde
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Tkotsky in St. Petersburg

thc 5t. Peter"burg So\ iet of Worlers' Deputies, of which
Leon Trotsky wa: a President.rnd J kev political leader, was
estabtished on October 13, lq05 as a prr-)duct of massive worker
rebellions. It survived for 50 davs asi <ouncil oF workers'
delegates and an incipient orgair of a workers' go\ ern-rnent
be{ore it was cuppres.ed by the Tsar ' potice. The idea for this
(onJerence originaled n ith the CommiHee for the Study of
Leon Trotsky's I,egdry (CSI TL) which vr as founded rt the filst
conference on Trotsky in Russia held h November 1994 in
Moscow.

The 1995 conlbrence, "An lntemational S]mprxium on 'The
Fdte ofSo\iet Democrrq ", was inlended to'have a special
f<rus on the possibilities for the rebirth o[such <ouniilsof
!l orkers' rule todav, with a special t'trus on Irrrlslv'>
enormous contribution in coimecbion u ith it. AJter;ll, he
der eloped his thzun of the permanent revolution as r result of
h.is eperience. in the 1905 rerolutjon. He reaLzed trtrm that
eyperience that the councils ol r,r orlen delega tes or deputies
formed the basis for the dictdtorship of the proletariat which
he explained wa> esrntial to replaie and oi crthron, the
hegemony o[ the capi talists and t]re Lr bourgeois d ict a t or'hi p
not onlv in the developed capitalist courtries, but in the
colonial countries as well-

The syrnposium was iointJy sporsored b1 the CSL 11 , tlre
Historv FaculW o( St. Petersbure Unilersih-which ht*ted
Lhe conJerencd- and kholars dor Demo. rirv and Socialism.
Addressing the conference were profes-rcrs ind political
acrivists from Rtssia and abroad. About t'0 peofle gathered as
lhe ConJerence was opened by local academics.

V. V. Kalashniko\, a professor at St. Petersbure Unirer5itv
and aiso the co<hairperson of the Socialist Pafy o"f foilen-'
one o[ several parties to have emerged from t]re ruirs ot the
Cornnunist Partv o[ the Soviet Union-made the ooenins
remarks. He discirs-'ed the rise of workers de.o 

",i'u 
h.rXl

1905 through the Russian revolution of 1917 and its 
-

irnmedi,rte aflermath dnd the subseouent reDression of worker'
democracy to the prsent time. lt is riotewori}v that
Kalashnikor managed to cor er this history wiihout once
mentioning L€on trolsLl, either for hi. role in the lq05 or
ftober lqiT rer olutioru or his strugqlt' in defense of workers'
dem<rracv From 1923 as leader of the I cft Opposition unliJ his
assassination bv Stalin's agent in 1o10. lt i5 p'reciselv qLrch

selective, falsifiid versioniof hrtory that hive chaiacterizt'tj
the Strlin .md post-Stalin periods in the Sor iet Lnion and
Russir, ard thal the CSLTL was estabUshed to correcl.

Kalashnkiov also offered some useful remarks about more
recent Rrrssian historv. h particular hc dealt \\ iLh the Droblems
ot an historic tendeniv foiRussia to trv to catch uo wiih thc
West by the use ol a sirong slate. Suclia sLrte unJermine; the
oossibilities for demrrracv.' Kalashnilot was lolloived bv S.l. Patolov, a urofessor of
hi'tory .md departmenl chJir aIthe Ru5sian Acidemy of
Sciences speaking on "The Revolution oi lvt)q and thi, First
Soviets in Rusia;" \.V. N4ikhailor, airc a professor ot hi5torv
at the Russian Academr of kiences soe.rline on "The
Petersburg Worlers.rnd the Organizihon ofWorkers CouncG
1q051q07," \.N. Smimov a prrrlessor rrf history at St.
Peten burq UniveEih on 'Soviet> and thc Crisis of Power jn
I 
qq3, " sociologist M. F. R ubineh u k on " C til hue and the

Soviets", and histury professor Ceoff B.rrr of the Universitv rrf
Ereter in fnglard o-n "An Old Slory, TrotsLl .rnd Democracy:
Soviets versus larliaments-"

The speakers were asked to confine their remark to roughJy
ten minJtes which most did, with manv--+ut not ali ---o{ thi
reports karLslated into either Russian oi Engtish. Serving as
indisoensible translators were Nikolai Prenbrazhenskv. a
Marxist historian of the workers movement who lives'in St-
Petersburg Rob Jones, a member o( the Militant tibor Party
who livesln Moscow; ard AlereiGusev, who also addresstld
the meeting. The moming session was meant to focus on
historical aspet-s of the theme with the aftemoon session
devoted more to the relevance of the lessons of the I905
revolution todav.

Nearly 90 people attended the morning session, most of
them vouns students h the historv faculw. Unfortunatelv. the
audieirce slirank considerably to 6me 25'after the lunch 6ieak,
seven of whom were intemaiional euesbi. Aftemoon soeakers
included Alerei C usev, cand ida te oJ historica I sciencei a t
Mo6cow State Univenity and an Intemational Coordinator of
the CSLTL. who spoke 6n "L. Trotskv. the Trotskvish. and tlre
Problem of Soviet&mocracy: 192-}'19,10; " Guser: raised some
interestins ouestions about the oolicies of the Trotskvist
oppositioi &om the early 1c20s thrcugh to '1q33. He'pointed to

A conference the 90th anniversarv of the
ties u-as held in St.

y Petrograd) Russia

B- .G
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the evolution of the opposition's thin king under the pressu re ot
events. He argued that wNe TroEkv favored pafi demcrracv
he did not favor Soviet democracv in the oeriod of ihe L.eft
Opposition (19235). He suggesteil tlrat the Trotskyishr only
favored full Soviet democracy after 1933.

This contribution led lo vigorous debale. Some argued that
frotsky's prxition was far mole democratic than Gusev had
suggested. Others thought that Gusev was accrrrate in his
assessment and that there was no basis in the 1920s for Soviet
democracy.

Hillel Ticktin, a Reader al the Univen:itv ofClascow spole
on "The Permanent Revolution of Leon T/otsk\ .rnA Soviet
Democra(y;" He spoke of thc rigor and persist6ncc of lrosky,
and shamlv outlined the theorv of permanent revolution and
related it't; Man's ideas. The 6ackiarardness of the Soviet
Union meant that a cultural revolution was needed before the
kind of workers' democracv envisaeed bv the Russian
revolutionaries could work'. Ticktin"poin(ed especially hr the
intemational aspects of permanent rbvoluhon ;nd argucd that
the Soviet revolution was unsustainable without revolutions in
the West.

Alexander Buzgalin, Professor of Economics al Voscow
State Universitv spoke on "The Fate of Democracv on the Eve
of thc Twentieih Cenhr1." He argued that the key qucstion
was workers self-manafiement. FIe pointed out that under
both tlre New Economic Poticy of thi- 1920s and under
Gorbachev's Pereshoika there were struggles by worlers to
manage their own factories.
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Ceoffrey Caveney, a voung political activist and shrdml of
Russiar revolutionarv history from Chicago spoke on "Trotsky,
Youth, and the Call for 'Stabfuty"'; Boris Iamirkin. a young
student, on "Trotsky the Polemicist." The tatter speaker
appeared at the conierence unexpected with a veiry large
collection of notes on works of Tros$s he had just ret'endy
read while preparing his report.

The symposium was chaired throughout by Professor
Mikhail Voyeikov, Economics Professor of the Russian
Academv of Sciences in Moxow who is a kev oreanizer o{ the
CSLTL ii Moscow. A-fter the reports, time wis alYowed for
discussion.

The weak attendance at the
conJerence's aftemoon session reflected
above all the fact that the CSLTL had
no cadre in St. Petersburg to organize
the event and had to rely on the History
Faculty of St. Petersburd Universjty bo

orsanize and oublicize the aonfermce
*rEre. Unfortdnatety, that Faculty, aside
from prouiding t}e lecture hall-which
was, oI course, much appreciated-
apparently confined its publicity ef{orts
to inviting some of the professors'
classes with students who seemed
urrfamiliar with the conference theme.

in when the oolice arrested them. The alleeedlv leamed
women in cliarge cLaimed not to know wh-o thi'presidenl-s of
the 1q05 soyiet were and worlld not credit Trotskl with any
role in it. She finatly assigned one of her lower-ranling
assistants to euide-the to-urists in their search. Thev think lhat
they manageil to find the historic room but it was dosed.
unmarked and ajso under renovation. Historv in the former
Soviet Union is still buried deeply. behind dcised doors.

The Committee for ltre Study of t eon Trotsky's I-egacy,
whose working committee me[in St. Pelersburf in co-njuhction
with the confeimce, voted lo continue its efforts and will
sponsor jts ne\t confermce in Moscow November 22-24,1 6
oh the subiect "The Revolution Betrayed,60 Years Lnter." lt
wijl focus on the book bv Trotsky The Revolution Behaved,
pub[shed in er.i]e in 1931, when'Trotsky was in enforced er.ile.
Manv feel tlLis bool, Troskv's scientifif analvsis of dre
dee€ircrat on of the Russiari revolution and of Stalinism, is the
mo"st cruciai expression of Ma ist thought in the twentieth
century, indisp&sable to understandinfi the evolution of the
class sLueele h our eooch, particLrlarlv in the former Soviet
Union. TfiEre are at leist ttufu. small eititions of *is book
available in Russiaa in Russia.

by Marilyn Vogt-Downey (with additional information
contributed by Geoff Barr).

seemed ready to do.
Just how much work remains to be done to revive the

buried history ard Trotsky's role h it was apparent the next
dav when some oF those who aftended the confermce, led bv
Profussor Voyeikov, set out to tour some of the historic cites of
the 1905 revcilution. The tourisB arrived at the Technological
lrlstitute, where the plmary of the 1905 St. Petersburg soiriet of
workers deputles was about to meet when the building was
surrounded by the Tsars police. The erecutive commitiee of the
soviet, with Trotsky ds its president, were meeting iruide. Ihey
were all anested oi Decerirber 3, 1905 and the up"rising was
defeated.

\ Ittat we learned at the site was disappointing. The only
museum there*which was dosed due to renor,ations- is
devoted to scientific achievements bv rholars such as
Mendeleyev who also worked in tha't building over the years.
Although there was a wall thal held pictures of apparently
political imporlance, that wall was covered over, also due to
ienovation. No one at the lnstitute seemed to lnow which was
the room the Executive Committee and Trotsky were meeting

Announcesnent
the InternatiolEl Colrwdttee for the study of

Leon Trotsky's l€gacry t1as agreed that it will
return to Mosccn^, for a larger conference frcnn 22
to 24 NovenrLer 1996.

In 1936 Trotslv v,rote The Revolution Betrayed
Si xty years later this classic will be assessed
against the passage of tire. It. will provide an
opportunity for us to er<ardne the historic
jrportance of Trotslq,'s works and it will be a
LirrE Lo look at r^tlere Lhe countrles of the ex-
Soviet Union are qoinq now.

The ccrfl1littee has resolved to eleand its work
among acadenics in Russia and in t-he wider
wor1d. The nain foqrs of the publicaLions
program rqrains publishing lYotsky's work in
Russian. 'The Case of I€on Trotslqa' in Russian
is the ne-xt (ajor project. The key pap.ers of the
1994 Conference are also being prepared foi
publication in Russiar. After scrne discussion it
was also agEeed Lo sta:rt a progEan of
publication of Trotsll/'s u,ritings in ukrainian.
For noie infomtion, contact: P"ofessor Miidail vqeik@, IcEitute
of E @oirLics of the Rssim Acadery of Sciences, ul. kasik@, 2?,
111218 I,{osc@, Russia; rel: 09s-332 4525 (w) o! 095-125-1497 (h) o!
Ccfidttee for the Study of leon Tlotsky's t€gacy, P.0, Eq 1890, Ne',

York, I{ 10009; tel: ?18-616-s446 or e MiI: Noqt0iqc.ap..org or fd:
212-807-1832.
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AFEC meeting in Osaka
OThe "free trade' and "free investment' clique gathered in Osaka
lrom 16-'19 November for the third Asia Pacific Economic Co-
operation (APEC) conference. With the prodding of the worjd's two
largest imperialist powers, the USA and Japan, APEC barricaded
itself into lhe GATT-WTO, swearing to liberalise trade and
inveslment in the Asia-Pacific region. ln fact, APEC adds more to
GATT-WTO in thal it seeks a "comprehensive'trade and
investmenl programme, which calls for a "policy ct-ordination and
co-operation programme" among the member states. Such
programmes go beyond the objectives of GATT-WTO.

ln the 1994 APEC meeting in Bodor, lndonesia,
member states commitled themselves to lift
trade and investment baniers by 2010 (for
developed countries) and 2020 (for
developing countries) 1.

APEC'S "free trade and free investmenl"
attitude advocates more wealth
accumulation for a rich few, more wealth
extraction from the poor counkies, more
domination and exploitation of poor
countries and people, more
displacement of farmers and ind€enous
peoples, more destruction of the local
environment, more marginalisation o[
women, and more oppression and
restriction of workers and peasants, who
are denied their right to form their own
organisations. For example, trade unions
may not be formed in the Specral Economic
Zones (SEZ) which APEC praises so much. Many Trans National
Corporations and local govemments now operate a 'no strike, no
union' industrial policy.

Just before the official APEC gathering, several meetings and
conferences were held in Osaka by trade unionists, students, youth
activists and NGO people. The "parallel" gatherings cam out with
the conclusion that APEC'S free trade and tree investment policy is
socially unjust, ecologically unsustainable, and restricts people's
fundamentaldemocratic and political rights. *

Book r*ffiEffiffi
Tlp sxate ol the Planet, 199U1W6 (Worldwatch lnstitute)

There is no hesitation in the success of this yearly publication, now
translated into 27 languages. This year, we are otfered a range of
in-depth studies, some extremely useful, others less so, on the
exploitation of the sea (P. Webe0, the human and ecological
equilibrium of mountain regions (0. Denniston), renewable energy
(C. Flavin), raw materials and recycling (J. E. Young and A. Sachs),
building (N. Lenssen and D Malin), China ([,1. Byan and C. Flavin),
population shifts and refugees (H. Kane), arms production (M.
Renne0 and intemational institutions (H.P. French).

The introductory chapter on the limits of nature is signed by
Worldwatch lnstitute patron Lester Brown, who tries to advance a
synthesis between ecological and economic concems. He strikes
one nailfirmly on the head: the ecological crisis is an integral part, a
direct factor of the socio-economic crisis. But he also avoids any
radical criticism of the "productivist" logic of the dominant system. lt
is almost as if he saw this system we live under as an invariable
historical "given" fact. This obliges him to simplify, even reverse the
links between cause and effect. He ends up ldentifying
demography as the main cause of disorder in the world, up to and
including Rwanda. ln consequence, demography becomes also the
main field in which '\ue" can 'hct".

Brown opens with a discussion of the Cairo UN conference on
population, and closes with some comments on the "China
Idemographicl factol'. But what about the dictatorship of the
market? Or the "World Trade Organisalion Factor"? Brown's
introductory chapter reveals the limits ol the Woddwatch lnstitule.
The level of their theoretical analysis seems to be slipping back.
Nevertheless, this book is an indispensable source of information
and arguments, even if they are rather fragmented.

Reviewed by Piene Rousset (editor of the French w€ekly Fouge)

Ihe Rality of Aid 95, an lndepenclent Review ol lntemational
Ii4 Earthscan, London, 1995, 120 p.

The state of'aid" to the third world. in the wake ol the UN "social

summit' in Copenhagen. Produced by networks of Non-
Govemmentai Organisations in 21 OECD countries. This annual
report covers a selection of major themes, analysing the behaviour
of the "North", country by country. Valuable relerence work.
lreviewed by P. Rousset)

JUST PUBUSHED

Face au Plan Juprr6: Changer radicalement. Propositions de la
Ligue Communiste R6volutionaire

The Revolutionary Communist League (LCR) propositions for a
polilical solution to the crisis in the public sector, and the deep
discontent in society. Written, printed and distribuled during the
mass demonstrations that have shaken France and fascinated
socialists everywhere.

Price (including airmail postage) tA$4115FF. Available from the
I nte mational V iewoint oIfrce.

'Lo o[tt, ttg yotc neotut ptonr*sbe 6oo\store, ontat tfie pu\[islirs
[irectfg, or urite to : La 8recfrr, I nE dr'lunii, 7 5011 Qaris, franc. te[. {+ 33

1)43675357far43792951 (f.ngtith, french onl 
'poakfi 

spofu ..

'llfrire no yte is gfuen, ue suggut yon ent[ose o lorotion oJ ilj t 10 ii afl!
cottoertihte cmewg to coter tle postoge cosu of tfu pu\[isfrer-tfo annomce

your yuh[iation it tfrk fiee fking, senl a sanple mpy to \BooNrcrius' c/o

htematiofta['lirrpoint, FEC L 'Be 85, 75 522 Parii ettt 11, fratue.
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Send donations to "llRE: Mandel Study Centre",

account 630-01 13884-65, at Caisse Privde

Banque, Brussels, Belgium. For more inlormation
write to the llRE: P0 Box 53290, 1007 RG

Amsterdam, Netherlands. Fax +31 201673 2106.

E-mail <iire@antenna.nl>
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This Centre has been created by

Ernest's colleagues at the lnter-
national lnstilute lor Research and

Education in Amsterdam.

Ernest helped create the institute

in 1982. Since then, hundreds ol
militants lrom all parts ol the world

have taken part in seminars,
courses and conlerences. All this
was supported with a programme of
publications in English, French and

Caslillian, and an unique library -
25,000 books and pamphlets, in a

wide range ol languages
The Centre is an example ol the

kind ol internationalism in which
Ernest Mandel believed. Directed by

the needs ot its students. Enriching

all those who parlicipated in its
activities.

Ernest himself was a regular
participant in lhese events. He gave

dozens of presentations, and
participated in hundreds of debates.

Much ol this material is available tor
consultation and study on paper or
audio tape.

But Ernest also came to learn. To

meet with new militants lrom
Eastern Europe, North Africa and

South America, and test his ideas

against lheir experience.

The new Ernest Mandel Study
Centre will contin ue Ernest's
lavourite activities. lt will brinq third
world militants, socialists and
,eminists, to Amsterdam to discuss
economics, politics, and building
the revolutionary alternative. lt will
facilitate the translation of important
texts into the languages tomorrow's
revolutionaries will speak. And it will
place Ernest's invaluable stock ol
articles, speeches and books at the

disposition ol these new
generations of militants.

The Centre is just beginning. We

need tunds to start these activities.

A regular newsletter will be sent to

all those who want to support us, so

that you know how your money is

being spent.
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